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Introduction
‘The medium, or process, of our time – electric technology – is reshaping and restructuring
patterns of social interdependence and every aspect of our personal life. It is forcing us to
reconsider and re-evaluate practically every thought, every action, and every institution formerly
taken for granted. Everything is changing – you, your family, your neighbourhood, your education,
your job, your government, your relation to “the others”. And they’re changing dramatically.’i
So wrote Marshall McLuhan in 1967, and it couldn’t be more true than today. This work examines how
‘electric’, or ‘electronic’ as we now prefer, technology is shaping our lives outside of the business world –
in communities and in politics.

The subject of this work came to my attention while working on the topic of Information Age Conflictii. It
became apparent that an increasingly powerful player in conflict is ‘Civil Society’ – consisting of nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) such as pressure groups and the people at large expressing their
opinions (and not those of their corporate employers). Civil Society’s actions have become ever more
visible and effective, the watershed moment being the end of 1999 with the Jubilee 2000 coalition using
people power to get the majority of developing world debts cancelled. At the same time the peaceful and
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violent protests in Seattle during the World Trade Organisation summit (which prevented significant
progress on issues commercial or environmental) highlighted to the world, through multiple media, that
people power worked.
Modern people power’s first steps onto the world stage as a credible option can be traced back to
Mohandas Gandhi who launched ‘passive resistance’ in 1906 while opposing a government move to
fingerprint all Indiansiii: He failed to effect any legal changes, but it was the start of a new era of
empowerment for the ordinary citizen which has continued throughout the century with Rev. Martin Luther
King and Nelson Mandela, along with organisations like CND and Greenpeace.
It seems likely that the increased influence Civil Society wields today is partly due to the Information
Revolutioniv and its associated changes, and this is the first area I shall be examining. Following this I shall
be examining how the political process, Civil Society and the Information Revolution intersect and what
outcomes can be expected from this collision. These outcomes, particularly those relevant to the process of
voting, will be examined before concluding the work.

What is the Information Revolution?
The Information Revolution (InfoRev) refers to global changes resulting from the advent of the machines
that Charles Babbage, Vannevar Bush and Alan Turing all dreamt of but none lived to see in these, their
days of glory. These machines were ones that could represent all information mathematically and thus
process it in more ways than one could imagine. These machines are, of course, the computer and the
result of information being subject to machines is the emergence of the knowledge workerv - who only
works with the mind and concepts, unlike the old-style worker, reliant on hands and strength. The economy
has changed to give data, information, knowledge and wisdom increasing value, respectively, over more
physical assets. Thus those workers possessing some of these and the associated knowledge management
skills, become a company’s most valuable possession.
The Industrial Revolution automated vast swathes of human endeavour, and informated some to a small
extent. But with the advent of machines designed for information, everything is being informated and those
leading the charge are seeing that by informating, they can also transformate their entire businesses.
Ironically, “if anything, technologies are only ever intended to maintain or improve the status quo, and
4
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certainly not to revolutionise the cultures into which they are introduced.”vi Computers, first built to speed
artillery calculations, have touched people’s lives in every way. Computers have the speed and capacity to
store vast quantities about us, the world and anything else we might care about – resulting in some
incredible new applications (demographic and otherwise). But “this stuff is not utopian. It is social
dynamite. It is tremendously unpredictable. Most of the benefits will be positive, but there will be negative
impact.”vii
The changes are fundamental, as Nicholas Negroponteviii regularly points out: atoms have become bits. This
is a good thing as bits don’t get stuck in customs, they can travel anywhere in a blink and they can
represent anything from music, pictures to money. The result is also slightly bizarre as bits can
simultaneously hold infinite and no value. For insurance I assign my Macintosh a value of a couple of
thousand pounds yet the data on it is worth millions, to me, and is probably worthless to others. And
because bits can be copied in zero time and zero cost, the whole intellectual property concept has been
turned inside-out.
In The Third Wave Alvin & Heidi Toffler regard the Information Revolution as part of a wider global shift.
They regard Industrial Age machinery as having reinforced inequality and in a similar vein Stewart Brand
regards Industrial Age mass media and advertising as ‘cultural monocropping’ix which, as in agriculture, has
lead to a fragile ecosystem. Information Age technology puts the knowledge (and thus a versatile source of
power, as highlighted in PowerShift) in the hands of many morex creating a powerful force for
decentralisation. This leads to what they call the ‘demassification’ of media, culture and thus consensus.
The Third Wave was published in 1980 and in the last 20 years we have seen this ‘demassification’ as
audiences have fragmented onto the multitude of cable and satellite channels. The many-to-many
communications paradigm of the Internet has allowed micro-niche audiences to appear, covering the full
spectrum of opinion. Simultaneously political parties have fragmented – as have nations, this shall be
examined in detail later in this piece.
Mike Godwin explains the impact of these new communications styles enabled by technologies such as the
Internet: “One of the difficulties we face now, and the cause of fear of the medium, is the problem of
pluralism. Most of us don’t deal with the full range of opinions and ideas – from the inspiring to the
obnoxious – (…)because the mainstream mass media filter them out. When you spend time on the Net,
you discover that people are hungry to read and talk and that the political landscape is a lot richer than
you ever thought it was.”xi This gives him hope “that it’s leading to a revival of written culture. People who
are not professional writers are now participating socially in virtual communities and public debates in which
the power of what you say is a function not of who you are or which newspaper you appeared in, but simply
of the quality of your prose and the quality of your ideas. This is incredibly democratic and liberating”.xii
As the computer has become predominant it’s identity has changed, argues Sherry Turklexiii, from being in
some way industrial and out of reach to something more emotional. She goes on to say that perhaps the
most profound impact of this is that as we spend increasing amounts of time with computers it has changed
our own views of our identities. Thus it would appear the Information Revolution is broader than just
communications or business processes – it reaches into our very sense of being.
Nicholas Negroponte is perhaps the most radical of the Information Revolution scholars noting: “The
transition from an industrial age to post-industrial or information age has been discussed so much and for
so long that we may not have noticed that we are passing into a post-information age.”xiv He goes on to
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identify this ‘post-information age’ with customisation unique to every single person and other slight
extrapolations of today’s technology. Even though I have postulated an argument for this view,xv I now hold
the opinion that what Negroponte describes as ‘post-information age’ is undoubtedly a later stage of the
Information Revolution of today. Even though the change experienced has been fast and unrelenting, the
revolution as a whole is a long-term phenomenon.
Incredibly this revolution is accelerating due to constant scientific innovation, resulting in leaps of computer
performance and capability. Additionally Moore’s Law1 and Metcalfe’s law2, are providing underlying steady
growth of computer and telecommunications performance; thus we are near the beginning of our eventual
capabilities when Moore’s Law fails in approximately 2050. Thus, for the purposes of this piece, the
Information Revolution will be defined as:
Information Revolution – The rapid global evolution and spread of microprocessor-based
technology and its resultant impact on all aspects of human endeavour including communication,
science, business and art due to its information processing capabilities.

The Organisational Revolution
The structure of an organisation of human beings can be considered as a form of information, thus it is
possible to regard this as another area being affected by the InfoRevxvi. We are all affected by organisations
throughout our lives, including: governments, employers, insurers, hospitals, religions, charities, pressure
groups, media, neighbourhood groups or school boards. By its very nature, the InfoRev is resulting in an
upheaval of how structural information is created, communicated and analysed thereby stimulating new
lines of thought on organisations. This is, I would argue, an Organisational Revolution (OrgRev) that is
going to have a major impact on society. Thus before I can go on to examine how the InfoRev as a whole is
empowering Civil Society it is important that we examine the impact of this simultaneous revolution.
The impact of the OrgRev is undoubtedly already quite advanced as those organisational sloths the
governments and the militaryxvii are beginning to implement radical new style of organisations. The US
Marines and UK Special Forces are experimenting with NetWarxviii concepts which include decentralised
swarm-like organisations of attack groups and flattened command and control structures, thanks to
advanced multi-way communications systems, real-time mapping systems and GPS-linked targeting systems
being carried by every soldier. The result is faster, more effective forces with fewer soldiers. These radical
changes are being widely recognised and are discussed under the banner of the Revolution in Military
Affairs (RMA). This RMA is creating waves right up to the highest levels of power as they realise small to
medium sized highly professional armies could become an advantage on the battlefield against huge
armies of average soldiers. Achieving this advantage means much more than recognising technology as
being a strategically crucial factor (warmongers have known this ever since they improved on the rock as a
weapon of choice) but it also implies a radical change in the way logistics (the largest and costliest part of
any military force), training and budgeting are performed. This entails radical, and not evolutionary, change
to the human and technical systems currently in place – effectively military organisation need to radically
Named after Gordon Moore, cofounder, Chairman and CEO emeritus of Intel, his law states that the number of processors on a
wafer and thus computer processing power keeps doubling every eighteen months.
2 Named after Bob Metcalfe, cofounder and former CEO and President of 3COM, his law states that the value of a network goes
up as the square of the number of people on that network.
1
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alter their entire cultures, including some of their core beliefs such as their faith in hierarchical command
structures. To make full use of such innovation soldiers must become knowledge warriors, capable to
intelligently deal with multiple complex information feeds, honed to working in small multi-skilled teams and
able to use all their faculties to outthink their foe to create the best resolution, though not necessarily a
violent one.
No army can march without the logistical support that usually dwarves it by several multiples. Similarly no
company can deliver a product successfully without military-style precision within its own logistics. The
OrgRev has enabled some startling new business plans that have created astounding wealth. Dell Computer
Corporation is the poster boy of this new wave of business: Dell doesn’t have shops, and never has. It
pioneered the ‘direct’ approach where customers make an order by phone or on the web for a computer
customised to exactly meet their needs. As soon as the order is taken, it is communicated electronically to
a factory where the computer is then made (not before), tested, packaged and delivered to the customer –
often arriving within a day or two. Why spend on all the complex organisation and software needed for this
Just In Time (JIT) approach? JIT lets Dell only keep a couple of days inventory, reducing warehousing costs
massively and letting them react to new technology innovations with an extremely short lead time. Dell also
have no problems of being left with surplus stock, they only make what their customers want. Note that they
bill their customers as soon as the computer ships but they don’t pay their suppliers until the usual 14-28
days has passed; the result being that they effectively are raising extra capital for growth just by operating
normally! Many businesses are adopting to this style of business, while also flattening and decentralising
their organisations. This is only possible thanks to InfoRev innovations like e-mail, Intranets and advanced
call centre technologies: the OrgRev in action!
The OrgRev has created a further revolution in North America that is beginning to gather speed in Europe:
The Free Agentxix lifestyle. Free Agents (or Freelancers) are the millions of people who choose to work for
themselves, often from home, using the powers of personal computers and modern telecommunications
innovationsxx to compete with large companies – and successfully. Thanks to the InfoRev this has become a
way of life for vast numbers of people globally… adding to the OrgRev as web sitesxxi spring up to support
Free Agents and even to let them bid for work online in ‘talent auctions’ either alone or as spontaneously
formed ‘virtual companies’ with no offices that last only for the duration of a project. Not only does this
open up a global market to vast quantities of previously untapped talent (such as those unable/unwilling to
commute or work office hours) but it also is a cheaper way of operating compared to maintaining offices,
receptionists etc. Of course there are risks, which are too often underreported: It can be lonely and when
things do go wrong it’s hard to find support – which is why counselling groups and other organisations are
forming to support this new demographic.
Business isn’t the only sector where the OrgRev has had an impact: Transnational Criminal Organisations
(TCOs) are also developing new ways of operating. CNN has reported that Osama Bin Laden’s global
terrorist organisation operates in an interesting new way that makes it much harder for anti-terrorist forces
to make any impact on the organisation as a whole. Every country has one or more member cells that
operate a multitude of legitimate and illegitimate money making schemes. A portion of this money is passed
up to a superior where it somehow filters into the Bin Laden coffers. Separate arms train terrorists for
action; these teams are then sent to member cells. The cells support the terrorist team in any way possible
within their country but know nothing of their bigger plans or movements outside of their area. Additionally
all member cells seem to be at least semiautonomous meaning that very few communications are needed
with leaders higher up the organisation, reducing the risk of the leaders being identified. This appears to
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have been an effective strategy as law enforcement agencies have had few successes against the Bin
Laden organisation, and they seem slow to realise that they will need major organisational restructuring of
their own to adapt to these new challenges.

While TCOs benefiting from the OrgRev is hardly comforting, thankfully NGOs such as Greenpeace and
Amnesty are also benefiting from OrgRev innovations. Greenpeace and Amnesty both work on decentralised
semiautonomous regional cell structures, this helps make them faster to react to local issues and protects
sister cells from any legal liability created by actions carried out. Yet when issues need addressing globally,
the cells can pull together to act in unison. During the Brent Spar fiasco over Shell’s desire to sink a
redundant oil platform in the North Sea, Greenpeace cells across Europe united in boycotts of Shell, coordinated by e-mail lists and web sites. The boycott ended successfully in Shell deciding not to sink the
platform.xxii Other examples will be presented later in this work.
So for our purposes I shall be working with the following definition:
Organisational Revolution – The drastic change of existing organisational structures and
the ability to create innovative & radical new organisational structures due to the impact of the
Information Revolution.

A Revolution in Civilian Affairs?
It is immediately apparent that, using our definition of OrgRev, Civil Society is going to be radically altered.
But, of course, the InfoRev as a whole is also creating fundamental changes by introducing new
technological forces into play.
8
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The Internet is the first global medium where it is just as easy to send as it is to receive. Access is not
universal, but it is incredibly cheap, and more importantly it costs the same to send or receive. This must
be the case as on the Internet there is little to distinguish one from content creator and content consumer
– most users are a complex blend of the two. Take, for example, the online discussion group: users write
their thoughts to a communal area thereby creating content for others to consume; in doing so the
consumers reply and create new content in an endless ‘snake eating its own tail’ cycle.

This low barrier to entry has created the new concepts of Virtual Warfare and NetWarxxiii where propaganda,
tactics, organisation, fund raising and discussion all can occur online, enabling locally oppressed voices
(such as the Zapatistasxxiv in the Chiapas region of Mexico) to be heard on the global stage of the
uncensorable Internet. Hacking opponent’s web sitesxxv to deface them becomes a political action, though
only a cosmetic one. Hacking a major system, such as electricity sub-stations or a company’s billing
software, become powerful actions with no physical risks to the perpetrators but the potential wreak havoc
on the target. As the Internet is mostly owned by NGOs and corporations Internet, and thus national
security, is increasingly in the hands of civilians thereby increasing their geopolitical role. InfoRev
technology seems to inherently devolve power: environmental groups can now quickly mobilise against
blocks of nations such as at the Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit and at the Seattle WTO meeting. Individual
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civilians are also having an increasingly important global impact; for example speculators like George Soros
can destabilise economies by making quick electronic trades such as when he forced the UK out of the
ERM. Therefore I would argue that civilians, and thus Civil Society, have become an important player in
global security, politics and economics where before Governments moved on this stage in the name of the
majority of people, the age of paternalistic government is drawing to an end. The futurist Robert Anton
Wilson aptly summarises the issue: “The extension of the Internet to everybody on the planet will inevitably
lead to what Buckminster Fuller called ‘desovereignization’ – the decentralisation of power, with all humans
participating.”xxvi This is a remarkable vision, but there a several factors challenging its arrival, as discussed
below. More importantly we must, of course, ask ourselves whether this is a vision we actually want to
realise?
Wilson’s view of the future fits in with the sweeping changes Alvin and Heidi Toffler envision in PowerShift.
Their typology of power exposes three major categories: force, money and knowledge. They regard
knowledge as being the pinnacle of these three, its malleable nature – spreading it can increase its value –
make it a trump over force or money, though obviously the three can combine in even more powerful ways.
PowerShift goes on to point out that as a greater percentage of our populace becomes highly educated,
and therefore more adept at absorbing and using knowledge, governments can no longer assume that they
know best. This almost forces greater freedom of information and improved democracy (as we shall
examine later). We are at a tumultuous point where the three wave forces are battling over supremacy. The
agricultural first wave is trying to revive its fortunes as the industrial second wave fights a losing rearguard
action against the rising star of the InfoRev third wave. If the Luddites don’t win through, then Civil Society
will be transformed as knowledge becomes the dominant way of wielding power.
There are important social issues associated with this transformation: a knowledge-based society is
dependent on the technologies of the InfoRev, but we risk creating an underclass without the means to get
the necessary technologies thereby precluding them from access to power politics or the new economy,
further undermining their tenuous positions. Governments and NGOs need to work hard to give everyone
the chance to change with the InfoRev.
If we are to create greater involvement for the general public in decision-making then it is important that we
address the media and their advertising concerns along with the corporate desires of their customers and
resolve this with what we actually read. Hopefully such conflicts will become increasingly unacceptable as a
properly informed public becomes key to the best decisions being made. This will be discussed further in
the section on the Democratic Process.
Additionally we must recognise that many of the key forces driving the InfoRev, such as mobile
communications and the Internet, are technologies transferred to the civilian market from military research.
There is a potential for government and/or military interests to influence the continued development of the
InfoRev by restricting the transfer of new developments. However with the increasing reluctance to give
defence departments the massive budgets of yore it might be more worthwhile to examine the motivations
of the research labs at corporations like IBM and Sony who register far more patents than any noncommercial organisation.
As a positive note, any post-InfoRev society that develops could well be far more accommodating of
diversity than societies of today – highly educated people tend to be more able accept pluralism. Such
attitudes would be self-reinforcing creating more diverse ranges of opinion and potential more productive
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and vibrant political discussion. What such cultural changes this could provoke are beyond imagination, but
I doubt art, fashion or music would become the global monoculture of Americana that many commentators
of today lament. Already our society is discussing human cloning, genetic engineering and shopping
electronically…this is a true Revolution in Civilian Affairs (RCA).
I define the RCA as:
Revolution in Civilian Affairs – The increasing civilian empowerment and societal changes
due to the Information Revolution and its associated Organisational Revolution.

The Political Process
For the purposes of this discourse I shall be referring to the political process as decision making which
influences the government, civil administration and public affairs of a state, with common inputs being
plebiscite, power play and money.
Throughout history and across the globe politics takes multitudinous forms, ranging from tyranny to
commune to various interpretations of democracy. Democracy could be regarded as the tyranny of the
majorityxxvii, however it seems increasingly evident that, for at least the near and medium term future,
democracy is going to be the dominant concept in politics. Therefore I shall be restricting my discussion to
the impact of the InfoRev on the various permutations currently in use and potential future improvements.
Democracy has its foundations in ancient Greek culture and there seems little doubt that it is an
improvement on other methods of government such as the benevolent dictatorships of monarchies or
military juntas. It is normally sold as a way to put the power in the people’s hands – let them rule their own
country. Yet it seems that to provide some form constancy amid the ever-shifting landscape of modern
politics a vastly expensive and ponderously slow bureaucracy of civil servants (an ‘invisible government of
bureaucrats’xxviii)is needed to keep the country working as ministers come and go. How much power such
hidden government actually wields over policy is hard to tell, but I suspect just the momentum from
previous decisions make control of the civil service arduous. Representative democracy relies on the
electorate trusting our MPs and senators to competently deal with all the issues and thus direct the civil
service on our behalf, but they seem to consistently betray our trust (perhaps with some help from
uncooperative civil servants). The irregular opportunities that the populace get to comment on
representatives’ performance are clumsy – vote for the opposition if you don’t like the current
representative or keep them in power – and desperately lack subtlety.
Effectively this is an Industrial Age system which batch processes a nation’s desires powerfully at irregular
intervals, yet lobbyists and pressure groups provide usually less powerful but continuous inputs throughout
the terms thereby creating systemic imbalances in powerxxix. Stuart Kauffman states that, in theory, a
democracy of majorities shouldn’t work, but it does, as it keeps subgroups from getting stuck on some
locally good but globally inferior solutionxxx. Some would even argue that representative democracy is an
industrial technology for asserting inequality; it is worth noting that even the old centrally planned nations
used elections, but with only one party – to paraphrase Marx, perhaps voting is the opiate of the masses?
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The Current Malaise
There is no doubt that the power imbalances and increasingly central role money (in the form of bribes,
party funding and lobbying) is playing in Western party politics is creating disaffection and many are
predicting a crisis in democracy. Manuel Castells lucidly points out that the dual trends of rapidly falling
voter turnout and ageing voter populations (due to the younger generations refusing to get involved),
points to an increasing disparity between what is voted for and what the people actually want.
Sleaze, repeated vetoes (either from presidents or on the EU stage) and strange voting systems that give
parties power with less than 50% of the votexxxi have led to widespread disinterest. Without interest people
don’t educate themselves about the issues surrounding any vote – high street pollsxxxii showed that one of
the prime reasons for the record low turnout during the last European parliamentary elections was that
people simply felt they didn’t know enough about EU issues to vote. It shouldn’t be like this… especially
with the advent of the Internet. In the late 1950s J.C.R.Licklider (a talented scientist and administrator of
the early ARPA projects that lead to the Internet) expounded powerful ideas that would later become the
seminal paper Man-Computer Symbiosis (1960):
‘The idea on which [Licklider’s] worldview pivoted was that technological progress would save
humanity. The political process was a favourite example of his. In a McLuhanesque view of the
power of electronic media, [Licklider] saw a future in which, thanks in large part to the reach of
computers, most citizens would be “informed about, and interested in, and involved in, the
process of government.” ’xxxiii
He goes on to imagine some of the technologies that haven’t yet succeeded in bringing the desired
change:
‘He imagined what he called “home computer consoles” and television sets linked together in a
massive network. “The political process,” he wrote, “would essentially be a giant teleconference,
and a campaign would be a months-long series of communications among candidates,
propagandists, commentators, political action groups, and voters. The key is the self-motivating
exhilaration that accompanies truly effective interaction with information through a good
console…”xxxiv
While, as we shall see, the modern Internet is providing opportunities for ‘giant teleconferences’ in which
political players are taking part, the ‘self-motivating exhilaration’ seems to be sorely lacking from large
swathes of the voting public. But Licklider wasn’t the first to envision mankind achieving new levels of
harmonious living due to telecommunications: In 1866, as the first successful trans-Atlantic telegraph cable
was being fêted, bold predictions were being made. Edward Thornton, British Ambassador to the United
States proclaimed:
“What can be more likely to effect [peace] than a constant and complete intercourse between all
nations and individuals in the world? Steam [power] was the first olive branch to us by science
Then came a still more effective olive branch – this wonderful electric telegraph…”xxxv
A diplomat carried away in the moment, but his message is one that humanity continually looks to – that
technology can make things better – the panacea.
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At this juncture the cynic of Luddite tendencies has many possible ripostes: a quick look to the
technological ‘advances’ of the machine gun, poison gas or nuclear bomb would highlight the potential for
technology to go to undesirable uses. Another view many may take is of technology as a neutral actor in
tale of humanity, it is amoral, with any good or bad balancing to leave humanity no better, or worse than
when we decided to start meddling. It is undeniable that mobile phones, cars or microwave dinners haven’t
changed what it means to be biologically human – we haven’t evolved physically during the several
millennia of civilised life, though technologies such as pacemakers and cameras to restore sight to the blind
are beginning to redefine our physical identities. It is important to recognise that we are more than the sum
of our genes and we have evolved culturally, and will continue to do so. I take a utilitarian view on
technology – the number of people whose lives have been touched in a positive way will, in the long term,
far outweigh the negative impacts. The average person in the Western world lives 30 years longer than they
would have done 100 years ago; many disabled people can now take part in normal living; we can fly to see
the natural wonders of the world; we have landed on the moon. We are evolving socio-culturallyxxxvi and the
InfoRev is the latest step in this development. Yet our democratic process predates this latest wave of
change and as the Tofflers point out, society is demassifying (fragmenting) into niches which undermines a
representational democracy dependent on majoritiesxxxvii. We are in a knowledge-based economy, and if
Alvin and Heidi Toffler are right, dissimilar political and commercial systems ultimately destroy each other to
create the next wave.xxxviii
In this time of cynicism about proper representation, excessive regulation to little effect and myths of
messiah leaders (Tony Blair?) democracy is in crisis. Sleaze is distancing voters from the issues while
extremist desires to go back to the ‘good old days’ undermine attempts to move forward and AngloAmerican democracy suffer from stifling bi-polar politics.
‘Democracy is an interactive form of government. It’s composed of interactions between citizens,
candidates, and elected representatives, and they’re all involved in communications…It’s all
speech; it’s all communication. So democracy is essentially dependent on the current system of
communication. And every new communications system has had a major impact on the political
system.’xxxix
So within the context of the changes being wreaked on everything, including communications, by the
InfoRev, can the Revolution in Civilian Affairs offer any solutions?

Technology, Politics and Empowerment
‘Today, the [voting] audience can be used as a creative participating force …
A new form of “politics” is emerging in ways we haven’t yet noticed.’
- Marshal McLuhan The Medium is the Massage
The InfoRev does offer hope for change in the balance of power, and thus a potential end to the current
malaise infecting representative democracy. In PowerShift the Tofflers identify that while force and moneybased powers are finite, knowledge-based power is infinite and can be used simultaneously by many,
whether rich or poor. The gulfs between armed and unarmed or educated versus uneducated are huge
compared to that between rich and poor – making widespread use of knowledge-power likely. Worthy of
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note is that intersection between money and education which creates powerful elites. The InfoRev is no
different, with an influential elite known as the Digerati who are consummate deal-makers, evangelists for
technology and talented self-publicists. They are unelected and unrepresentative, but they are undeniably
responsible for a portion of the recent rapid spread of the InfoRev into the public consciousness. Elites are
most probably inevitable in a free-market society, but with an ever larger number of educated and middleclass families in free countries the Digerati hold only a small advantage when compared to the wider gulfs
previously seen between general populace and elites. Additionally with countries racing to become
competitive in the Internet age and as a knowledge-based economy is absolutely dependent on the
freedom to create and use information, it would appear that the InfoRev is producing a society ripe for
democracy. This reinforces…
‘… the controversial idea that in any society with the proper strength of communication and
information connection, democracy becomes inevitable. Where ideas are free to flow and generate
new ideas, the political organisation will eventually head toward democracy as an unavoidable selforganising strong attractor.’xl
Thus knowledge is a democratic force to be reckoned with, as highlighted by the following examples:
The unrivalled freedom of information online has resulted in the Internet having democratising and
decentralising effects which are set to strengthen as the Internet grows. Across the world strict regimes are
being undermined by the strength of the Internet. Cuba, the last Communist country in the Northern
hemisphere, is slowly losing its grip as people begin to realise the truth of what’s on offer in democratic
nations around the world. In 1997 Fidel Castro legalised the use of American dollars as well as revoked the
practice of religion as being a crime, paving the way for the Pope’s visit in early 1998. Amid tight American
sanctions one loophole has been opened by the US government – an Internet connection, in the hope that
educating people on the outside world will eventually lead to the overthrow of the regime. However of the
11 million people on the island only 200 have the strictly regulated web access and 5,000 have e-mail
access, even though Fidel has declared access a “fundamental right”. The authorities are desperately
trying to control this practically uncontrollable phenomenon as cheap Korean PCs flood in. Right now the
crumbling phone system seems to be the only stumbling block to wider access.xli
In China, the last Communist superpower, there were 150,000 online by June 1997. The government,
however, is forcing all traffic to go through censoring servers and all users through a strict registration
process. But this seems to be doing little to stop the Internet spreading like wildfire through the business
elite of Beijing. Though this educated and affluent section of the Chinese populace account for under 4% of
the total population and it seems unlikely that the Internet will spread beyond them for a while – a month’s
Internet access costs more than a year’s wages for the average Chinese citizen, this doesn’t mean that the
Internet won’t have an impact. Government attempts at control will most probably become irrelevant as it is
clear no technical solution can censor the Internet entirely, thus leaving business elite open to the impact of
the InfoRev. Already influential, an increasingly connected business elite may well find it in their interests to
overthrow the current regime and implement a more open and democratic political system which would
foster a more vibrant (and profitable) economy.xlii Indeed we are already seeing the incumbent rulers of
China moving to shore up their position by creating increasingly liberal banking and telecomms
environments.
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Thus, due to the seemingly inevitable spread of democracy, I shall only be focussing on permutations of
democracy for the remainder of this piece, as it seems that sooner or later even China may be taking part
in some form of democracy. Additionally all those countries most likely to have their political processes
changed by the InfoRev within the next five years are democracies. In these nations the InfoRev is having
major impacts on two distinct portions of democracy – the process and the actors.

The Democratic Process
Currently there are two popular views regarding the InfoRev’s impact on the democratic process: the first I
call neo-establishmentarianism, which can be summarised as the desire to reinforce and improve the
current model of representative democracy. The alternative view I term as radical which encompasses
those in favour of introducing new models of democracy.
Neo-establishmentarianism
Brock Meeks sees the InfoRev as an opportunity to revitalise representative democracy, and thus can be
classed in the neo-establishmentarianism camp. At the simplest level, with technologies such as e-mail he
hopes to introduce ‘e-ccountability’ into congress. More ambitiously he sees the opportunity to reform local
communities through online meetings that create neighbourhood activity and which eventually escalate to
form a ‘Think National, Act Local’ paradigm which improves government responsiveness by filtering up its
various levels. He envisages superior representative democracy.xliii Tracy Westen, Founder and President of
United States based The Democracy Network, supports this view with his actions. The Democracy Network
has created a neutral web site3 where voters can compare between 3,000 and 6,000 candidates’ views on
issues, including those that wouldn’t often be raised on TV interviews. Online debate, the opportunity for
candidates to rebut opponents’ policy statements and answer users’ questions has created a more
participative form of democracy where voters can fairly compare all the candidates, even those away from
the mainstreamxliv. However recent studies have identified that such projects have to pay extremely careful
attention to usability, as the Democracy Network’s site logs have shown certain candidates’ views received
greater attention purely due to where they were on the page. Additionally there was evidence of a
reluctance for candidates to spend time on web sites where they weren’t in complete control of the
message.xlv
Although clearly in its early days, such projects do have the potential to reinvigorate the current democratic
system by bypassing TV soundbite politics and creating more reasoned debatexlvi over the issues that
matter to a wider spectrum of voters. However, without more proportional voting systems, this spectrum
may not be accurately represented when the results come in. This isn’t an InfoRev issue, but one of political
will, as any incumbent government is likely to have its majority reduced by proportional representation (PR)
– making it a challenge to a politician’s survival instincts. Labour’s current reluctance to commit to PR in
the UK, vividly illustrates this. Westen is keen to get The Democracy Network established before for-profit
organisations move online, re-establishing the need for large sums of money to get a political message
across. Unsurprisingly this commercial side of politics hasn’t waited long to make the leap, as The Guardian
has reportedxlvii, a company trading as Aristotle is leading a pack of 30 firms promising to identify wavering

3

http://www.democracynetwork.org
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voters or would-be recruits before bombarding them with tailored political advertising. For example George
W. Bush has had Aristotle develop…
‘an interactive banner advertisement, which appears across the top of hundreds of selected web
sites. Alongside a picture of a couple working on their tax returns, a message asks: “How much
will the Bush tax cut save you? Find out right now in the banner… Click here now.”
‘Clicking leads the would-be voter to a form asking for information on earnings, marital status,
number of children and so on. It instantly produces savings the household would allegedly make
by voting for the Texas governor.
‘The banner has so far appeared on 1,500 web sites, including Yahoo and CNN.com.’
While this is far from being incredible innovation, it marks the start of how much involvement the user will
actually get online: The Democracy Network style of open interaction, or the far more controlled
communications of Aristotle.
In PowerShift the Tofflers concur by recognising two possible paths for democracy in the future; either
current representative democracy should be automated and improved or new styles of government-citizen
interactions enabled by technology should be developed. In fact they, as am I, are in favour of first working
to reinforce representative democracy to stamp out widespread cynicism about proper representation while
newer paradigms are being developed.
The Radicals
These new paradigms (which as a whole are often referred to as ‘e-democracy’) have been slowly
fermenting away from the mainstream in the radical camp for the past 30 years. With the oncoming
convergence of phones, computers, televisions and other appliances, accessibility to the Internet is
widening significantly improving the chances of the serious uptake of any e-democracy initiatives. In A
Typology of Electronic Democracy Martin Hagenxlviii identifies three major types of e-democracy to have
emerged so far:
Teledemocracy – ‘Developed in the 1970s … Teledemocracy strives to establish more forms
of direct democracy within the … political system and aims to employ new communications
technologies [esp. cable TV & telephone] for this end … Also, better and more complete political
information for the electorate is a central concern to Teledemocrats.’
Cyberdemocracy – ‘Cyberdemocrats … call for more direct forms of government, they stress
different aspects of political participation. Discussion and political activity as communal forms of
political participation are most important to them. Their prime concern is to (re-)create (virtual
and non-virtual) communities as a counter-base to centralised forms of government.’
Electronic Democratisation – ‘… the Electronic Democratisation-concept … wants to
improve representative democracy … Their main concern is how to extend the “information
advantage” computer networks have yielded to members of the information elite to the general
public, so that the democratic political system will gain as a whole … Concepts of Electronic
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Democratisation favour improvements in representative forms of democracy and stress the
importance of information exchanges and political discussions…’
Teledemocracy spent the late 80s and early 90s a discredited idea as computers began to take sway
among the large democracies. However Computing has reported that the UK government is running a
series of pilot projects to test the feasibility of voting by telephonexlix. Whether this merely confirms that the
UK authorities are behind the times or that teledemocracy has returned seems to be a matter of opinion.
Teledemocracy may have lost sway partly because of the ready availability of congress and parliament’s
proceedings from free TV channels. The interactive nature of TV has been overshadowed by the Internet
leaving hopes of direct democracy achieved by phone and TV unlikely to be fulfilled.
Direct Government
It is, as Hagen terms them, Cyberdemocracy and Electronic Democratisation, that have rapidly gained in
popularity. Cyberdemocracy is in action in the form of the aforementioned Democracy Network and is
evident in Brock Meeks’ sentiments. But the call for direct forms of government is less well regarded. To a
greater or lesser extent, representative democracy is seen to work. Direct democracy is neither tried or
tested.
The concept, however, is a powerful one offering the potential for the people to actually make every major
decision for their country. While electronic networks make regular national referenda a possibility (and I am
working on such a system to make it a reality) there is the major issue of voter education. The electorate
pass responsibility to representatives so that we don’t have to immerse our lives in all the details of every
decision so that the right choice can be made. The current dissatisfaction can be partly traced to when
representatives don’t take this role seriously and make what we see to be the wrong decision. It is unlikely
that every decision will ever be decided by electronic referenda, due to the burden of education that would
be required on the electorate. Yet more decisions than currently are sent to referenda could be in the
future if this, and several other issues listed below, can be addressed.
Computer based training techniques could be used to deliver effective education to the voters who wanted
it, making more regular referenda possible. If the electronic course is taken, the voter will be able to
proceed to the voting program. It seems that there is a will for people to get involved in important
decisions, as this evidence from The Third Wave shows:
‘One imaginative approach is suggested by an actual program carried out by the Swedes in the
mid-1970s when the government called upon the public to participate in the formulation of a
national energy policy. Recognising that most citizens lacked adequate technical knowledge of the
various energy options, from solar or nuclear or geothermal, the government created a ten-hour
course on energy and invited any Swede who took it, or an equivalent course, to make formal
recommendations to the government.
‘Simultaneously, trade unions, adult education centres, and parties from one end of the political
spectrum to the other all created their own ten-hour courses. It was hoped that as many as
10,000 Swedes would participate. To everyone’s surprise, some 70,000 to 80,000 flocked to
discussions in homes and community facilities – the equivalent (on the American scale) of some
2,000,000 citizens trying to think together about a national problem.’
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It is undeniable that an informed public is a prerequisite for effective democracy, but as PowerShift points
out, what does it mean to be informed in this age of spin? People are more media savvy due to their
increasingly knowledge-based work but with vast quantities of news pouring in daily, is this enough
preparation? Of mass media, Edward Herman and Noam Chomsky say:
‘… the mass media are interested in attracting audiences with buying power, not audiences per
se; it is affluent audiences that spark advertiser interest today … The idea that the drive for large
audiences make the mass media “democratic” thus suffers from the initial weakness that its
political analogue is a voting system weighted by income!’l
This holds equally true for the majority of media to be found on the Internet, who also rely on advertising
revenues to sustain them. Thus consumers must be aware of the filters which such news passes through:
‘1. The size, concentrated ownership, owner wealth, and profit orientation of the dominant mass
media; 2. Advertising as the primary income source of the mass media; 3. The reliance of the
media on information provided by government, business and “experts” funded and approved by
these primary sources and agents of power; 4. “flak” [mainly created by NGOs funded by sources
and agents of power] as a mean of disciplining the media…’li
It is interesting to note that, according to the Guardian New Media Group, the three most popular news
sites on the Internet are CNN (owned by Murdoch’s media empire), BBC Online and Yahoo News (which
relies on feeds from newspapers, Associated Press and Reuters). While this dampens the Internet’s
reputation as radically new source of news, it cannot be ignored that plenty of previously unheard voices
are now voiced via the Internet – but it is not realistic to expect alternative voices to have the resources (or
necessarily the wish) to become recognised as mainstream news suppliers.
What may be more important is how the Internet is changing the ways in which the traditional media
operate. Not only are they more responsive as they act to get their stories out first via their web sites and
become subject to instant and easy feedback via e-mail but some are changing the way they work. The
Guardian’s recent exposé of British American Tobacco’s smuggling operation was only made possible by a
global group of investigative journalists communicating via secure e-mail. This group, the International
Consortium of Investigative Journalism not only helps journalists work together effectively but it funds
investigations which might not otherwise be possible. It remains strictly non-partisan by disclosing all
funding sources and accepting no money from state or business funds.lii While interesting, this development
will not change the overall core fact that media are beholden to their customers, the advertisers. However
initiatives, such as oneworld.net4 may provide a path forward. Oneworld.net collects news from a wide
variety of NGOs such as Amnesty, Oxfam and NetAid and presents it in a unified, easy-to-access, format
with accompanying factual material useful for researchers and educators. There is no advertising on the
site and clear disclosure of corporate sponsors who pay for the technical facilities, thus creating a useful
independent news source.
The Tofflers argue that new educational paradigms are needed to remain competitive in the knowledge
economy, and perhaps this will filter down to create better civilians of the emergent new society. Hopefully
we can educate future generations to become much more aware of the complex interplay of issues and
4

Confusingly at http://www.oneworld.org
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interests which influence what is presented to us as news. Thus they can navigate the spin on issues before
making important decisions in elections and referenda.
The Swedish example is also quoted as being a potential way of combating another major issue with
electronic referenda – over emotionalism. With instant voting people can get swept away ‘in the moment’
creating undesirable results. Manuell Castells warns that we are in danger of creating ‘show politics’liii where
fashions sweep electorates and where individualisation can go too far. Cliff Stoll points out that we suffer
from a fickle, short-termist electorate which in the US, in particular, has strong isolationist leanings making
referenda a potentially dangerous process for a nation’s long term futureliv. However a simple solution is to
call a second vote after a cooling-off period, thereby negating ‘heat of the moment’ voting.
Security
Another risk, which should be avoidable with the correctly secure design of any electronic voting system, is
that if the results are available while the vote is still open, it could have a recursive influence on people yet
to votelv. Kevin Kelly identifies the vital importance of encryption to this and any other online applications
(bold by author):
‘Glenn Tenney, chairman of the annual Hackers’ Conference … notes that digital techniques for
establishing trust are needed for electronic democracy. He writes online, “ Imagine if a Senator
responds to some e-mail, but someone alters the response and then sends it on to the NY Times?
Authentication, digital signatures, etc., are essential for protection of all sides.” Encryption and
digital signatures are techniques to expand the dynamics of trust into a new
territory. Encryption cultivates a “web of trust,” says Phil Zimmerman [inventor of Pretty Good
Privacy which illegally gave free strong encryption to everyone], the very web that is the heart of
any society or human network … Pretty good privacy means pretty good society.’lvi
Encryption can not only solve the recursive voting issues highlighted previously but it is the only way to
ensure that people will ever vote electronically. If there is the slightest fear that their privacy can be sullied
and others can know what you have voted, the whole future of electronic voting will seriously undermined. It
is for these reasons that security has taken primary importance in the electronic voting system I have
created, every decision made was in the context of pragmatic security being more important than any other
issue. The system (like any system) cannot be 100% secure, but I feel its strength lies in the fact that it
can be used with current technology – unlike potentially more secure system proposed by Josh Benaloh
and David Chaumlvii. But the Election Watch project concludes that “the advent of computerised vote
counting over the past two decades has created the potential for election fraud and error on a scale
previously unimagined.”lviii
Other Paradigms
Nevertheless, at the turn of the century, the UK and US governments are pursuing electronic voting with a
sudden fervour. Computing has reported that trial Internet voting systems for local elections will be used by
thousands as part of an initiative to combat increasing voter apathy. The Arizona Democratic Party is going
to hold the first legally binding public election ever on the Internet. 70% of the US electorate will soon be
online – and against under 50% turnout, Internet voting is an appealing prospect. An American survey,
sponsored by Dell Computers, indicated that consumers want ‘the Net to help them handle certain civic
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duties and legal nuisances like … voting in major elections (78 percent), … and serving on jury duty (53
percent).’lix Thus there appears a will among the people to use new technologies – if given the
opportunity.
But, as Hugo Young rightly points out, inconvenience is a small issue in the turnout debate compared to
indifference to an election’s outcome and cynicism about the impact any single voter might have on such an
outcome. Similarly political scientist Dr Michael Cornfield identifies two transitions that must happen to bring
voters to the polls: The voter must be moved from apathy to interest in politics, and only then can
organisations work to convert that interest into action i.e. voting. Electronic voting can only help in that
second transition – merely moving politics online will not increase turnout, deeper changes are needed,
some of which may be enabled by the Internetlx. Young adds that debates based on the web or e-mail can
help foster deeper interest needed, but warns that they might also offer influential, yet unrepresentative,
straw polls to politicians who might feel obliged to act on the resultslxi.
Manuall Castells asks if we could be looking at a future of constant polling? With the issues of voter
education, I doubt this would ever take hold as a credible part of democracy. Castells points out that
electronic political discussion leads to lowering the barriers of entry – political parties will be easier to form,
giving us hope that bi-polar politics could be nearing an end. However, Castells notes that the Internet isn’t
ideally suited to current political techniques which rely on tight control of a candidate’s messages – but
perhaps this will force more participative discussions. Amid this, he warns, we must remain extremely
sensitive to the danger of information-poor being extremely alienated by these InfoRev innovations. This is
a constant danger one has to keep in mind, however it seems unlikely that e-democracy will be the only way
to participate for the short to medium-term future, giving NGOs and governments a chance to prevent an
information underclass forming. If this can be achieved, the voting population can look forward to a future
filled with numerous innovations in the democratic process.
For example, in a review of political web sites, Salon.com offered a novel twist on e-democracy with a
‘Presidential Selector’ site5. The user enters certain preferences to multiple choice questions on major
issues and the site replies with the political candidate whose policies best match the user’s answers. Voting
without any thought? One can only hope that few voters will come to rely on such simplistic systems for
their choices.
A more radical idea is to use demographic statistics to randomly select representatives for set terms –
similar to jury duty – to ensure the people are fairly represented by non-career politicians more interested
in the needs of their constituents than their long-term political prospects. Alternatively small to medium
random samples, statistically representative of the populace, can be used for referenda thereby making
them quicker and cheaper while reducing the magnitude of the voter education burden. At the extreme, as
depicted in Isaac Asimov’s Franchise, a single voter could be selected by computer as statistically
representative of the entire country. This voter would then be polled by the machine and from his or her
answers the elections, from local to national, would be decided.
While all three of the more radical ideas addressed above are possible, I find it unlikely that Civil Society will
accept random sample referenda or a single, statistically significant, voter. However randomly selected
representatives (RSR) systems fits in with the romantic notion of democracy being ‘for the people, by the
people’ and would possibly be acceptable to Civil Society. The concept is a good half-way house between
5
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the current system and total direct democracy. RSR provides the opportunity for decisions to be made by
people who aren’t career politicians and can dedicate all their time to understanding the issues. As
discussed earlier, educating enough decision makers sufficiently is a key issue with direct democracy, RSR
addresses this by reducing the scale of the problem. Unfortunately RSR is decidedly less palatable to career
politicians – making its constitutional acceptance difficult, if not unlikely. It would, nevertheless, be
fascinating to test such a system to study whether randomly selected representatives from all walks of life
perform well in such roles. Perhaps preliminary studies of jury performance could guide one’s examination
of the area.
We have seen the broad range of futures envisioned for the democratic political process, ranging from
minor improvements to radical changes. It is certain that changes will happen, but their nature is hard to
predict – a single well publicised failure in security could fend off changes for a decade. But as Labour MP,
Clare Ward, writes in The Guardian ‘If fridges can reorder supplies, surely computerised voting is possible,’
with or without delays we will soon be politically involved online. Taking online politics for granted we must
move forward fully aware of the dangers: Leaving the ‘info-poor’ behind, risking voters’ privacy and as Clare
Ward herself points out – not wearing out the voters. US citizens, presented with up to 22 different
positions to vote for have become apathetic, proving that too much of a good thing can be bad. However,
with dangers in mind and encryption in hand, e-democracy looks to have a bright future in improving the
people’s involvement in their nation’s decision making.

The Actors – Grassroots Communities and other NGOs
‘Electric circuitry has overthrown the regime of “time” and “space” and pours upon us instantly
and continuously the concerns of all other [people]. It has re-constituted dialogue on a global
scale. Its message is Total Change, ending psychic, social, economic, and political parochialism.’
- Marshal McLuhan The Medium is the Massage
Civil Society can be characterised by the wide range of activists that are at its heart. These people, who
hold strong positions on issues from environmentalism to free speech, band together in coalitions,
societies, groups and various other organisations for extremely short periods – such as at the Seattle WTO
meetings, or the long term – such as charities working together in Ethiopia or movements like the AIDS

Quilt. The InfoRev is radically altering the reach of these organisations as well as, due to the OrgRev, how
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they are structured and come together. It is my opinion that this is why we have seen increasingly visible
influence being exerted on corporate and governmental decisions in the late portion of the 20th Century.
Cambodia provides an interesting example of how the InfoRev is transforming the formerly conservative and
staid worlds of aid and politics. The country has between 10,000 and 50,000 computers brought in by
diplomats and foreign NGOs. Internet connections cost a huge $10 an hour leaving it for those in university
or a small, wealthy elite. Additionally the Sanskrit-based Khmer tongue is incredible hard to digitise – thus
only Cambodians with a second language can make any constructive use of computers. But despite all this,
the technology is enabling some astounding work.
Sam Rainsy is the only credible political opponent to Hun Sen’s regime, a man who has survived several
assassination attempts and only survives politically due to the Internet:
‘ “There are 500,000 overseas Cambodians in the United States, France, and Australia. They can
influence their elected representatives very quickly. When our activists are killed, we put
information out through e-mail, and we get support and money. We would lose three-quarters of
our income without the Internet.”
‘Rainsy says he can send an e-mail to a thousand supporters, who forward it to friends and
relatives. “So we reach 20,000 or 30,000 people. That’s a lot! Imagine sending that many faxes!
Few people in Cambodia have realised the far-reaching implications of the Internet for promoting
democracy.” ‘
Aside from politics the US State Department funded Cambodian Genocide Program (CGP) at Yale University
has also been a powerful force. Development worker Bill Herod has been creating Public Internet Centres in
Phnom Penh since 1994 to help jump-start the InfoRev in the nation’s capital. He’s pointed several former
Khmer Rouge officials to the CGP web site6 and helped them to understand what their regime did. The
Khmer Rouge was an extremely secretive and compartmentalised organisation, and this process has helped
the reconciliation and healing process that Cambodia is still going through. Families have also used the
extensive resource to track down what happened to their relatives who disappeared during the oppressive
regime.
Bernie Krisher, a former Newsweek correspondent for Japan, has helped created an orphanage in Phnom
Penh for 200 children. But the children are not only getting a roof over their heads, they have access to a
computer room equipped by Apple Japan with the latest hardware and educational software. This is just the
start for Krisher who is keen to revive education after the Khmer Rouge conditioned people not to think
(and killed most of the teachers, doctors and engineers). His ambitious plan is to build 200 schools in rural
Cambodia, schools equipped for the InfoRev with solar powered computers connected to the Internet via
the Iridium global satellite network. While Sam Rainsy may be one of only few Cambodians empowering
themselves with Information Technologies today, he is a living example of how the Internet is a democratic
force by enabling him to form a credible political opposition to the incumbent government. Meanwhile NGOs
are working hard to bring the rest of a country plagued with violence and poverty into a potentially
prosperous future based on the knowledge economy and free flowing information – in sharp contrast to the
regimes of the past 30 years.lxii
6
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Apple Japan’s involvement in the Cambodian orphanage is indicative of the complex mix of organisations
that are now getting involved in Civil Society. Apple has had a long-established policy of donating hardware
for children’s needs. Microsoft recently supplied free consulting and software to help administer South
Africa’s elections, and managed to create controversy by pasting its logo everywhere. Corporations around
the world are slowly realise how they can effectively take part in their communities and be a force for good
while remaining profitable. Ben & Jerry’s ice cream have been particularly progressive by recognising the
power of the grassroots organisation and have thus supported large numbers of small initiatives in their
native Vermont.

Grassroots organisations are extremely empowering – all it takes is a significant number of ordinary people
working together to make changes. Neighbourhood watches are an example, a simple idea that has spread
like wildfire. Part of the power of grassroots is that each participant usually only needs to perform a simple
action such as writing a letter or affix a few posters; the numbers amplify these simple actions into a
massive gesture that is politically hard to ignore. Nations can also get involved, simple actions such as
refusing to sell goods become powerful actions when every nation follows act. The Tofflers in PowerShift
address this issue brilliantly:
‘South Africa may deny that sanctions hurt its economy or that its pariah image also damaged the
country economically. But its senior officials know better. Global opinion sets the stage for global
action.’lxiii
And this global action doesn’t have to be by the established power vested in nation states: It was
Greenpeace that stopped the global corporate power of Royal Dutch Shell from dumping the Brent Spar oil
rig. The increasingly powerful Civil Society can influence issues.
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‘Even if an outraged world does not impose formal trade sanctions … international agencies, like
the World Bank may reject their pleas for … loans. Private banks may shy away, foreign investors
and tourists go elsewhere. Worse yet, companies and countries still willing to do business … drive
a harder bargain … Power … shifts as a result of global imagery.’lxiv

The InfoRev is creating a multimedia world (as the recent America Online – Time Warner megamerger
confirms) where TV, telecoms and the computer are converging so that a news report is the basis for a
magazine article that becomes a web site which is turned into a movie. The Internet, videocams, fax,
printers, photocopiers, phones, laptops, mobile phones, cable TV, desktop PCs and satellites are cause and
reaction within the knowledge-based economy. This complexity of networking is creating emergent
behaviours that are subversive, the Tofflers term it ‘a powershift accelerator’.
The Internet has undoubtedly lowered the barriers of entry to this media soup, but even pre-web, early
InfoRev, media empowered Civil Society as this excerpt from PowerShift on Tiananmen Square shows:
‘Early in 1989 posters began showing up on the walls of the Beijing University, lashing out at
corruption, making fun of the privileged children of the party’s top leaders, urging broadened
democracy, calling for the ouster of Premier Li Peng and others.
‘By late spring, the other First Wave communications weapon, the crowd, came into play. Using the
memorial service for the late Hu Yaobang, a reformist Communist Party Leader, students from
Beijing universities gathered in Tiananmen Square on April 22. The protesters’ initial demands
were moderate, focusing mainly on freedom of expression and an end to corruption. But as the
government rebuffed the student demands, the demonstrators stayed on in the square and began
a hunger strike. The peaceful crowds grew.
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‘Soon they were joined by industrial workers bearing banners that proclaimed “Here come your
elder brothers.” And as the government stonewalled, the momentum grew until, at its peak on May
18 and 19, more than a million still-peaceful marchers from every walk of life took to the streets.
The massive size of this crowd was itself a clear message.
‘During this same period, a fierce struggle broke out among the Chinese authorities over how to
respond. The government, headed by Li Peng, tried to turn the Second Wave media –
newspapers, radio, and television – against the protestors. But the party, headed by its reformist
chairman, Zhao Ziyang, controlled much of the media, including the party organ, People’s Daily.
‘As this power struggle tilted back and forth, the news coverage in the Second Wave media
seesawed…
‘Simultaneously, however, a battle began for control of the more advanced Third Wave media:
satellites, fax machines, hand-held TV cameras, computers, copiers, and global communication
networks.

‘The hard-liners now faced a double problem. They had to win decisive control not only over the
domestic media, but over foreign press coverage as well. A wild card in the situation was the
presence of a vast corps of foreign journalists and broadcaster who had come to China to cover
the Gorbachev-Peng summit meeting. These journalists, many relying on satellites, computers, and
other advanced Third Wave tools, stayed to cover events in the streets.
‘Particularly important was the Cable News Network (CNN), whose round-the-clock coverage went
not merely into the White House and to millions of viewers around the world but, equally important,
into hotels in Beijing itself. As the political battle raged, Chinese officials cut off its satellite links to
the outside world, then restored them, then told foreign broadcasters to use China TV’s own uplinks. Confusion reigned.
‘Aware that global opinion is growing more important, the hard-liners tried desperately to cut all
connections between the protesters and their supporters outside China. But because China in
recent years had opened extensive economic relations with the outside world, and had permitted
students to study abroad, this proved very difficult.
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‘The protesters aimed many messages directly at foreign audiences. They patiently repeated their
demands for the reporters and TV crews from abroad. They translated. They painted slogans in
foreign languages so television viewers outside China could instantly understand them. “Le 1789
de Chine” compared their uprising to the French Revolution. For American consumption, they sang
“We Shall Overcome” and adapted the words of Patrick Henry – “Give me democracy or give me
death.” These efforts to reach out were rewarded by sympathy marches in Hong Kong, Taiwan,
Australia, and all across the United States.
‘Meanwhile, at Harvard University, a Chinese student set up a Beijing-to-Boston “hot line” – an
open telephone link that brought round-the-clock news from Tiananmen Square to his small
apartment near Harvard. From there it went by phone, fax, and computer to Chinese students all
over the United States.
‘In turn, students at Stanford and Berkeley created what they termed a “news-lift” – using fax
machines to send the strikers the latest news stories appearing in the US press. These were
addressed to the offices of companies in Beijing and other cities, in the hope that friendly hands
would deliver them to the striking students. There were an estimated 30,000 fax machines in
China and 3 million phone lines in Beijing.
‘The Chinese students in the United States, many of them the sons and daughters of high
government and party officials, also tape-recorded telephone interviews and immediately delivered
these to the Voice of America (VOA), which broadcast them back into China. When the government
began jamming, the VOA switched to new frequencies.
‘This global battle for control of knowledge and the means of communication continued even after
the hard-liners, having called out troops, killed many demonstrators and smashed the strike. Again
relying on the Second Wave mass media, the government now broadcast pictures of student and
worker “ring-leaders” and displayed telephone numbers for informers to use if they spotted the
fugitives.

‘But the same video was broadcast outside China, and from Canada to Italy, televiewers using
international direct-dial phones tried to jam the lines so Chinese informers could not reach the
government. It was the first known attempt at citizen-jamming across national borders.’lxv
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The key factors from this excerpt can be clearly identified as the crowd, Gorbachev’s visit (and the impact
his liberalising view might have had), global communications and the multi-lingual slogans designed for
easy media consumption as well as the increased level of external economic relations which let CNN and
phone/fax lines become so prevalent. These factors interacted to create the explosive event that has
become a key part of 20th Century history.
The Tiananmen Square Crisis was one of the first times a global Civil Society (formed from networks of
national and international groups) flexed its muscles, newly bulked by the advanced of a, then early,
InfoRev. Since then expatriate groups such as Armenians in Los Angeles and Cubans in Miami working with
NGOs have regularly influenced the affairs of their home countries. Previously major movements, such as
Martin Luther King’s, were primarily of a national focus thus we are seeing significant and tangible change
as the focus becomes increasingly international.

While Civil Society is working at the global level, the impact of the InfoRev on its activities is being felt even
at the most local levels. Brock Meeks hopes virtual communities will ‘bubble up’lxvi, as people use online
networks to socialise, and then use these connections in times of need to mobilise political activity. Then,
he postulates, regional governments will want to tap into the successes of these highly local groups and
thus online activity will slowly trickle to the level of federal government. The InfoRev therefore empowering
Civil(ian) Society to interact more meaningfully with their government.
Electronic Communities
Such ideas have already been implemented experimentally by the MIT Media Lab’s ‘News in the Future’
Consortium. The PLUM software system presents news within the context of the community of which a
reader belongs. So if a resident of Manchester reads about a hurricane that has destroyed 15% of homes
in Puerto Rico, the reader is shown how many people in Manchester that would account for, how often the
UK, Puerto Rico and perhaps France suffer hurricanes. If an article about a local election in Birmingham is
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being viewed, the results for Manchester’s last election would be shown, along with the size of each city
and the value of the budgets they manage. Such relevant data, helps the reader to put news in context and
enables them to make meaningful comparisons – while also strengthening their community awareness.
Customisation technologies such as PLUM can be integrated with projects like the MIT Media Lab’s MUSIC
(Multi-user sessions in community) Network. Tested in small neighbourhoods, it consisted of a single server
and 18 clients in the homes of people who were already known to be involved in some local organising
efforts. Altogether approximately 40 adults and young people had access to the system. The system
offered communications via real-time text and voice for users logged on concurrently as well as e-mail and
bulletin board systems. Additionally there were shared files, databases and a news feed from the local
paper.
The interface was a metaphor based on a map of the actual neighbourhood using it (which could also be
used to find fellow users’ physical locations) and offered areas for each topic such as the church group. In
Newark, New Jersey and the Four Corners neighbourhood of Boston the system has been an effective tool
for “social resurgence” – being used to implement summer youth programs, neighbourhood
apprenticeship programs, a food co-operative, a crime watch program, community gardens, photography
classes and so on. Also the system has been a catalyst for an ongoing “wellness” discussion forum with the
community doctor as well as a novel way to get involved with the Elementary school.lxvii The impact MUSIC
had on its local community was so great that even Meeks might be pleasantly surprised at how online
community transferred into coherent action offline.
A similar project, COMPASS, funded by the Oregon State Lottery, offers state-wide access to bulletin
boards, e-mail, computer conferencing and the Internet. It has created effective virtual meeting places for
teachers, students and parents to meet as well as freely available information regarding the government,
state universities and their libraries, health and wellness as well as community calendars and a ‘Public
Square’lxviii. But projects like MUSIC and COMPASS are very precisely tailored to each community, the right
people were picked to be given access (and computers were donated) as well as there being special days
created by the academics involved to enable the users to think about the needs of their community and
how MUSIC can help. Unless an NGO decides to roll out such a system across the Western world at great
expense, grassroots communities need to be self-activating. The Internet has reduced the barriers of entry
dramatically, companies such as Yahoo offer many of the technologies in MUSIC for free, but then it’s down
to the chutzpah which characterises Civil Society for the “social resurgence” to occur.
The MUSIC project’s results runs contrary to the experience of Sherry Turkle who finds that people who find
themselves politically empowered onlinelxix tend to only work on online issues and remain apathetic and
uninvolved in offline ‘real world’ issues.lxx Stoll would argue that any online discussion is doomed from the
start, if anyone can post, he argues, a cacophony is certain to develop. Any discussion that might occur, he
posits, will become polarised by extreme viewslxxi. My own experience of Usenet discussion groups on the
Internet over seven years of use has indicated that as more people have come online, Stoll’s prediction has
unfortunately come true, any dianoetic7 discussions quickly falter into more raucous argument. Yet MUSIC
has shown that, with carefully selection of how many and who uses the system, positive discussion is
possible – though, of course, picking and choosing participants is not democratic and should be avoided;
selecting the people appropriate to the region a community encompasses will limit the participants enough
7

def: intellectual, pertaining to thought
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for sensible discourse, as only a small subset ever actively participate in such discussion, even if easy to do
so.
Smaller grassroots communities, such as MUSIC, interact with regional and national groups in multiple
contexts: For example the church group in the MUSIC neighbourhood would communicate with the regional
diocese, and also have contact with the national Christian movement and with a supreme head – Pope or
Archbishop – at sparse intervals. Additionally the MUSIC community was interacting with local authorities
who might meet at national conventions and so on up the scale.
A trial system, POT, used by a local municipality in Norway from 1993 to 1995 was found to be very
effective in helping foster such quality communication between the part-time counsellors, full-time
administrators and their constituents through the use of e-mail, simple knowledge management tools and
the installation of networked computers in counsellors’ homes. The system was also used to extend the
organisational memory of the municipality in a reasonably successful effort to counterbalance the impacts
of the high turnover of politicians they experienced. I would argue that such a system is ideally suited to
integration with community systems such as MUSIC. Unfortunately, while declared a success by the
counsellors, POT was cancelled in 1996 and all the equipment was removed. A variety of reasons were
cited, including cost and the sudden death of the mayor who had championed the project. But most
interestingly, the researchers noted:
‘In a democratic system, all are granted equal voting rights. Political power, however, is not
something that is distributed equally, nor can it be. In any political system, from a Norwegian
municipality to the U.S. congress, some politicians manage to accumulate more power than others,
and they relinquish it most reluctantly. Thus while IT can be a powerful democratic instrument, its
use will be resisted by those most able to resist (that is, the most powerful) when this technology
threatens their power.’lxxii
Thus, as always, when implementing such systems careful thought must be given to the human factors, in
fact they should be given absolute priority. While POT has finished, similar initiatives are emerging across
the Western world and the possibility for such initiatives to link with groups above and below them in scale
creates exciting possibilities.
The Transnational Network
A network of organisations is clothing the world in complex relationships which are so multitudinous,
diverse and transitionary as to be verging on impossible to track. In The Third Wave the Tofflers name this
the Transnational Network or T-Netlxxiii. The T-Net is made of constantly shifting alliances and connections,
often based on single issues, resulting in some extraordinary acts of co-operation such as when the
extremely Conservative newspaper The Telegraph found itself allied with intellectual Liberals to fight against
the Labour government’s plans to curb the right to trial by jury. Similarly anarchists and environmentalists
worked together to disrupt the Seattle WTO meetings though they have deep misgivings about each other’s
social beliefs. Such hybrid one-off alliances, along with concepts such as coepetition, where competing
organisations co-operate on some issues typify the modern organisational modus operandi at the heart of
the T-Net. As such, the T-Net consists of a fascinating combination of organisations, most of which are
NGOs, but the variety encourages a brief typology, aided by the Tofflers’ own work on the T-Net which can
be found in Appendix A.
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What we see emerging is a politics of levels ranging from the global to the extremely local. Confusingly
conflicting voices are emerging as some call for more regional power and independence (for example
Quebec in Canada and the Basque region in Spain) while others are calling for more supra-national cooperation and power such as in the European Union and NAFTA. How can we resolve what appears to be
two opposite desires?
Technology is enabling the local scale viable againlxxiv: For example laser printers and computerised ovens
let print shops and bakeries become small-scale again. People can feel this, the Free Agent style of work
lets family life regain importance and keeps people within the community. Such empowerment encourage a
feeling that a region could ‘go it alone’ successfully, and this may well be true. At the same time technology
is also making global scales viable, companies can keep tabs on offices around the world and family can
stay in touch with relatives no matter where they might be, thus a feeling that global consolidation could be
beneficial. Additionally there is an undeniable desire to balance the power of the USA which appears to
reign unchecked as the sole superpower after the demise of the Soviet Union. The EU does offer this
opportunity, but at the risk of dangerously alienating the Asian world.
These two forces may appear to be diametrically opposed, but I believe they can be resolved as new
technology empowers Civil Society and the T-Net it has formed. Extremely localised policy is a possibility
which systems like MUSIC and the Internet can enable while issues to big for any one nation can be
satisfactorily resolved by Supra-National organisations and IGOs. The challenge is integrating the
technology at all levels and giving NGOs sufficient voice to ensure that the right decisions are made and
thus people feel a sense of participation and ownership in all such decisions. This challenge is largely one
for governmental establishment to tackle, they need to be brave enough to relinquish some of the control
and some of the limelight to fortify the necessary discourse.
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This is incredibly possible, and is already beginning to happen in disparate areas, to a small extent. Castells
states that the Internet is empowering the information, communication and organisation of grassroots
NGOs outside of mainstream politics. The environmental movement, or ‘greens’ are an excellent example:
Twenty years ago they had little credibility, now they have political parties in most countries and have even
had some successes, notably Germany. Though the environmental movement has gained credibility there
are a huge number of unrecognised issues that require action, especially the need to persuade developing
countries to skip the fossil fuel stage of their energy development. However, to their credit, green
organisations have managed to get environmental issues onto the political agenda in most developed
countries and there is no major political party that doesn’t address the environment in their manifestos,
green has gone mainstreamlxxv.
This is where, politically, the problems lie: A green party is problematic because the environment is in many
ways apolitical. But green parties have espoused a variety of political leanings, though usually Socialist. It is
my view that aligning environmental issues with any political leaning is extremely counterproductive. By
continuing to work on a non-political footing the green movement would be in a win-win situation as any
party that gains power would be good for the environment. The environmental movement must recognise
that green issues are only part of a range of issues that the people of today care about and thus a ‘green
only’ party is unlikely to be viable in the long term.
But how has the green movement gained such influence that it is something most people care about
strongly? The InfoRev is the answer and Castells offers excellent examples:
‘Often, environmentalists themselves feed the media with precious images that say more than a
thick report [whose results they have spent significant funds on researching]. Thus, American
environmental groups have distributed video cameras to grassroots to film explicit violations of
environmental laws, then using the technological infrastructure of the group to process and diffuse
accusatory images.
‘Environmentalists have also been at the cutting edge of the new communication technologies as
organising and mobilising tools, particularly the use of the Internet. For instance, a coalition of
environmental groups in the United States, Canada, and Chile, formed around Friends of the Earth,
the Sierra Club, Greenpeace, Defenders of Wildlife, the Canadian Environmental Law Association,
and others, [an excellent example of T-Net relationships] mobilised against approval of the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) because of the lack of sufficient environmental
protection provisions in it. They used the Internet to co-ordinate actions and information, and they
built a permanent network that draws the lines of transnational environmental action in the
Americas in the 1990s. World Wide Web sites are becoming rallying points for environmentalists
around the world, as with the sites established in 1996 by organisations such as Conservation
International and Rainforest Action Network to defend the cause of indigenous people in tropical
forests. Food First, a California-based organisation, has linked up with a network of environmental
groups in developing countries, connecting environmental and poverty issues.’lxxvi
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Other examples include the Witness Program8 which uses the Internet, modern mini digital cameras and
other technologies to witness as many human rights abuses around the world and make them freely
available as a campaign tool and historical record. A kind of meta-example is the Association for
Progressive Communications9 which acts as a network of NGO networks providing training and resources

for those wanting to connect to or create new networks. Some of the online networks it has helped facilitate
include: war-time communications links with Yugoslavia, giving Saharan refugees a voice, Canadian women
working for justice, EcoNews Africa: Supporting Masai Land Claims, helping Hungarian NGOs define their
rights and ModemMujer: Women networking in Mexicolxxvii. It also offers a subject specific catalogue of these
networks to help activists find the right information and connections. This is one of the strengths of
networks, they are self-selecting, so only people interested in preventing, for example, whale hunting, will
ever join the appropriate network. This attribute makes networks considerably more effective than direct
mailing or TV.
There are risks associated with this new-found influence delivered to NGOs by the InfoRev. Castells argues
that their development could go one of two ways. Either the burgeoning importance and vibrant activity of
NGOs could further undermine an already weakened democracy by operating outside of established
institutions and processes. Alternatively, and this is the challenge I have set out previously, if political
representation and decision making could link to these groups without being at the mercy of a digerati
(technical elite) then democracy could be infused with new vigour. Thus, within my terminology, the RCA
takes its most significant step and reforms Civil Society into a new, even more influential, set of actors, but
within the context of a political process. The result, Castells postulates, is that classical democracy is
reforged into a new ‘informational democracy’, as NGOs are deeply involved in the creation of new political
processes and subject areas for action on their specific issues. The potential impact of NGOs is undeniable,
powerful examples include the ANC in apartheid South Africa and anti-GM movement in Britain.
However one questionable unspoken assumption that Castells makes is that NGOs actually receive a wide
consensus. There is little, if any, work on the NGOs that fail, and why. Additionally NGOs aren’t inherently
8
9

http://www.witness.org
http://www.apc.org
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democratic, they may support issues that the majority of people are against. An excellent example is the
National Rifle Association (NRA) in the USA which through the participation of famous names and significant
fund raising efforts has incredibly disproportionate influence on the elected representatives across the US,
despite a widespread disgust at the availability of guns and the resulting high number of violent
murderslxxviii. But thanks to the NRA’s influence whenever President Clinton attempts to reform the gun laws
he is guaranteed failure. These types of issues must be very carefully addressed when integrating NGOs
into the political process. It is also certain that equality of power is unlikely and various groups within the
political process will have differing levels of influence, if anything due to the inherent nature of some
humans to power play to increase their own influence. Though, as a whole, Civil Society will increase its
influence immeasurably. But one must not over estimate what NGOs can or will do: Massacres in Rwanda
still happened, as they did in Kosovo. Microsoft monopolised the operating systems market with little action
and Slobodan Milosovic has remained steadfastly in control of Serbia despite obviously rigged elections,
hundreds of disparate NGOs working together and using the Internet for co-ordination. Some jobs can only
be done by nation states who hold exclusive control over the legal use of deadly force and massive
economic powers through loans and sanctions.
However I believe it is not unreasonable to expect some transnational organisations to join in this more
powerful form of force. The EU has already declared sanctions on Pakistan, for example, and discussions of
a Euro army have progressed quite far though there have been problems calming the USA which feels any
Euro force would undermine the validity of NATO. Yet at the same time the USA doesn’t want to have to get
involved in European conflicts like Kosovo and thus a peacekeeping Euro army might be acceptable, though
of course the role of a post-Cold War NATO is remarkably unclear.
Transnational forces don’t need to be governmental, companies like Shell and BP already have armed
security forces to protect their interests in the more politically unstable parts of the world and it doesn’t
seem to be an unreasonable extrapolation to see these forces grow and become more numerous as the
mercenary business expands. This has the potential to totally reconfigure the balance of power; to who will
a corporate ‘army’ answer to? One hopes to the usually conservative shareholders. Nevertheless growing
numbers of armed forces is an unsettling potential future, but an increasingly influential Civil Society may
want to stave of such developments from becoming widespread.
Thus the impact of the InfoRev on both the democratic process and the actors, in particular the NGOs that
make up the bulk of Civil Society, have been explored. As a result a typology of the two major views in terms
of the development of the democratic process was identified. Additionally a categorisation of the various
levels of governmental and non-governmental organisations was created. It has become clear that the RCA
has the potential for a huge number of positive changes, though risks have been identified which, unless
addressed, could further cripple a democratic process already in crisis.
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Technical Review
In this section I will offer a brief overview of past attempts at electronic voting, followed by looks at current
and proposed concepts of e-democracy implementation and finally there will be a more detailed look at my
own implementation of electronic voting.
Probably the earliest form of electronic voting is via the phone. It has been used in pilot projects in some
local elections and notably by the Labour party’s National Executive Committee. The system works by each
user being issued a PIN number and ID number which is then used to access a phone menu system (as
used in many business applications) to allow the user to select their party of choice. Such systems are also
being expanded to provide other services such as driving test reservations and so on. The biggest problem
with any phone-based system is voter authentication. PIN numbers tend to be 4 digits long and any hacker
of medium competence could create a system to churn through all possible combinations to gain access.
Additionally there is a burden in distributing these PINs and ID numbers to every voter, and in the process
this exposes them to potential malicious access while in transit.

Some progress on phone systems was made with the very early interactive TV pilot projects such as Qube
in the USA which used the increased bandwidth available to improve the usability and attractiveness of the
systems, but the basic technology still relied on phone-style number pushing and thus the same security
issues weren’t addressed satisfactorily.
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Optical vote reading techniques developed at the same time don’t offer any real changes, just more
accurate and speedy vote counting. However in an articlelxxix comparing the implementation of a hybrid
optical/electronic system in Norway and the use of fully electronic, but specially designed and thus
expensive, voting booths in the US both systems failed to perform satisfactorily. Major issues were a lack of
sufficient testing and the reliance on proprietary systems for the systems, leaving authorities locked into
expensive maintenance and upgrade cycles. The article concluded by laying out a set of principles for all
voting systems which match those which I identify below.
More recently with the advent of the Internet, e-mail has been used as a voting tool. A large number of free
programs are available to automate this process and count the results after e-mails have arrived. The
major benefits of such a system are its low cost, simplicity and thus ease with which it can be implemented.
However it is extremely insecure, there is no way to prevent votes from being tampered with, and few
systems can successfully prevent ‘vote spamming’ where one user may send multiple votes in to try and
swing the result. Similar comments apply to web-based straw polls as seen on many news web sites, the
only added benefit they offer is enhanced usability over the text-based e-mail systems.
The newly launched companies hoping to cash in on the massive economic growth seen in the Internet
market, as well as the ever growing amount of money being associated with politics, don’t seem to offer
any particularly novel ways of addressing security issues. Most rely on the world wide web, which admittedly
has become a model of ease-of-use and something most voters will be familiar with, putting them at ease
with an otherwise totally novel experience. Votation.com, VoteHere.net and eBallot.net all appear to rely on
the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption systemlxxx to secure all communications between client and
server. This standard is undoubtedly secure, it is used by all major e-commerce sites to protect credit card
transactions, and is supported by banks who are notable for their detailed attention to security. Of course it
will need to evolve as computers do to keep the encryption hard enough to crack to not be worth it. Also
SSL requires the purchase of certificates which currently cost over $150 each, unacceptably raising the
barriers of entry. Most importantly SSL does not secure either the client or the server, only their
communication channel. There have been several server-side vulnerabilities recently exposed that enable a
hacker to access data once it has been decrypted from the SSL stream. Additionally web servers are a
centralised system which makes it a glaring single point of failure therefore making whichever server hosts
an election a prime target for terrorist attack. Such an attack could wipe out all vote data and prevent the
election from functioning at all.
Perhaps the most salient point with these corporate systems is that none of them have addressed the voter
authentication issues adequately. Most are reticent on what they precisely do, but it appears they rely on
giving each voter a PIN number via the web which can only be used once. While this does compartmentalise
the amount of damage that a hack can do, it is not a satisfactory solution to a serious issue.
J.C.Benaloh proposes, through the use of some complex math, a highly distributed system (and thus
robust) for private and verifiable electronic votinglxxxi. However in his thesis Verifiable Secret-Ballot Elections
he himself concludes:
‘It does not seem likely that the methods for holding a verifiable secret-ballot election presented in
this thesis will be used in actual elections in the near future … public acceptance and the widescale availability of the required technology seem to be some distance away.’lxxxii
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David Chaum is more optimistic, and has been working hard at DigiCash and the Amsterdam Centre for
Mathematics and Computer Science to bring his ideas for a private system encompassing money and
voting, as expounded in the seminal Security without Identification: Transaction Systems to make Big
Brother obsolete and other associated papers.lxxxiii
Essentially this system allows the use of separate pseudonyms for each organisation a person interacts
with. These pseudonyms cannot be reconciled to create a vast image of the person by collating data from
separate organisations as each organisation only can access data related to their particular pseudonym –
the user controls all these pseudonyms from a smart card or handheld computer, this being the only point
where all the pseudonyms come together. Such a system allows large-scale automated transaction systems
to protect privacy and maintain security for individuals and organisations.
The key problem with this concept is its dependence on a handheld computer or smart card being available
to every user as a way to manage these numerous pseudonyms. Not only is losing such a central item
problematic – how do you get all the information back if it’s so highly compartmentalised that nobody
knows who you are? But also, presently neither smart cards or handheld computers are likely to be
anywhere universal in the near future, though this is a distinct possibility in the long-term future. Thus for
the moment Chaum’s system remains theoretical.
In March 1999 the Secretary of State of California created the ‘Internet Voting Task Force’ which has
developed some interesting conclusions. The leader of the body, Alfie Charles, states that the body has
uncovered some impediments to voting online that will not allow it to completely replace traditional voting.
The task force has major concerns over protecting individual voter privacy, security as well as the integrity
of a ballot Other major concerns are:
-

An inability to identify online voters with certainty.
No guarantee of the security of remote computers, especially from ‘Trojan Horse’ attacks which might
allow other users to gain control of voters’ computers.
The inability to guarantee privacy on office computers where network administrators have higher levels
of access to users’ computers and might be able to examine unencrypted voting information on users’
machines.

But despite all these reservations, they have described an extremely sensible four-part transition to allow
limited voting online. The first step will be the introduction of computer voting controlled by county voting
officials with the eventual goal of enabling voters to cast votes from any remote locationlxxxiv.
FREE: Free Referenda and Elections Electronically
Taking heed of such privacy and security issues along with the lack of widespread enabling technologies
such as smart cards, I created a set of directives through which all decisions regarding an electronic voting
system would have to be filtered:
1.
2.
3.

Security is essential.
Voter rights, especially privacy, must be maintained.
Openness and trust are essential to any system.
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4.

The system must be fast and survivable.

I also felt that once the technology had been proven it would have to be flexible enough to enable new
paradigms of citizen involvement and not lock the nature of voting in its old ways.
In response to rules 1 and 2 a credential/digital signature system based on Chaum’s work would be used
to ensure voter privacy and untraceability but yet also help prevent fraud and vote rigging.
The user identifies themselves to the voting system with a smart card, retina scan, finger print scan or
some other very secure system – this is used as the login ID for the system. Before access is granted the
ID is verified with an independent organisation I will call Z. All Z has is the identifying feature (fingerprint,
smart card key, retina shape), its associated numeric pseudonym and a credential to show whether this
pseudonym is a valid voter. If so access is granted to the user.
The user then votes using pseudonym B which is only linked to pseudonym A by the user (this is most
easily implemented by using smart cards, but other ways are possible using third parties with strictly
implemented blind databases etc). With B the vote is registered with the regional server, which knows it is
valid because access would not have been granted without a valid credential from Z.
The concept is well summarised by a Venn diagram:

A

B
ID

So pseudonym A and B both relate to ID, but cannot be linked between each other. Thus the system
records that you have voted, but nowhere is a link made between who and what is voted. I have
deliberately designed how this is implemented to be extremely open so that if technologies such as smart
cards do become more wide-spread they can be used with the minimum of extra work – thereby allowing
the system to grow as technology does.
It is worth noting that due to the huge variety of policies on encryption between countries, it is impossible
to implement strong encryption without either making the software liable to exorbitant licensing fees and/or
making it illegal in several countries. Therefore it is preferable to use systems such as that detailed above
and message authentication codes (MACs) to ensure that vote data hasn’t been tampered with. Because a
variation of Chaum’s system has been used it doesn’t matter if a vote can be read because there is no way
of tracing who voted, but it is important to prevent a hacker changing what they voted.
I’ve also designed the system to be decentralised, so that votes are collected at numerous independent
regional servers before being totalled by one central server. However this central server can fail and the
vote data will be still be kept on all the regional servers – making the overall system significantly more
robust.
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Thus the overall layout of the system:

T
R

R

C

C

C

C

C

C

C = Client Machine (in Polling Station)
R = Regional server (program delivery + vote collect)
T = Totaller server (vote tally collect)
Note that there is no logical limit to how many clients or regional servers are in the system – only computer
and network performance limit this.
I have addressed rules 3 and 4 by deciding to make the whole system free software under the General
Public License. Thus anyone can use and alter the source code and even sell it, but if sold, the source code
must also be included and can be altered and resold. This means that anyone can look at how the program
works, improve it and alter it. I believe this is the only way to create trust in such a system, I am sceptical
that voters will trust companies running elections for profit and with systems that are kept secret. This also
aids survivability by getting more people than any company could employ to co-operate via the Internet and
improve the program continuously.
There is an issue with this approach, a malicious programmer could alter the code to provide security loopholes for them to exploit during elections. This is a risk and there are two responses to this. Firstly free
software development uses the ‘patch pumpkin’ concept, whereby only one person (in this case the author)
who holds the ‘pumpkin’ can actually make the final changes (or ‘patches’) to the official version of the
software. This acts as a filter to unwanted, malicious or bad program changes. Secondly a guide on how to
run an election with FREE will be part of the software, one of its key recommendations will be to get the
software audited by an independent technical authority before its deployment for an election to prevent the
insertion of any malicious code.
Finally the software is being developed in the Java programming language which is free to use, but is also
processor agnostic and thus runs on any computer system – making it free in every way. For a more
detailed examination of the algorithms and techniques used in FREE, please see J Kitcat FREE: Free
Referenda & Elections Electronically Technical Documents (2000).
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Scenarios
Using techniques described by Peter Schwartz in The Art of the Long View I have researched possible
outcomes over the next ten years of the key question ‘How will the political process and NGO involvement
change?’ Parts of this can be addressed as ‘How will voting be changed?’ or ‘How will our involvement in
important decisions change?’ The scenarios were developed within the context of the following targets for
the next ten years of development: Getting people more involved in communities and more involved
politically, improving voter-representative and voter-government communication as well as creating more
efficient and representative governments.
My research has indicated that the three key factors in answering these questions over the next ten years
are:
-

Technology: Whether technology continues on the increased performance / reduced cost curve or
there is some kind of price/performance/confidence failure.
Power: Who’s going to be in control? Especially who will win the 2000 Presidential election in the USA
and how will conflict between the US, EU and Japan play out.
Environment: Climatic changes, in particular, could become major political and economical issues if
storms continue to increase in force and regularity.

Some might argue that regarding the Environment as an issue of the same scale as Power or Technology is
inappropriate. However it is my view that the Environment’s impact is being continually underestimated. The
recent extreme weather in Mozambique has stirred up sentiments that will become increasingly evident:
Many expressed a strong compassionate desire to send help as soon as possible while others felt
exasperation or ‘compassion fatigue’ after having answered cries for help from storms in Central and South
America along with requests for aid from Kosova, Bosnia and so on. A significant minority also expressed
vociferous displeasure at the lack of response from our own government’s agencies while combining this
with scathing criticism of the organisation of the aid they did send. While the voices on this particular issue
will soon disappear from the mainstream media we can expect such feelings to become political ‘hot
potatoes’ as similar tragic storms snowball.
Such developments are not only going to severely test our confidence in whoever holds power but it will
lead to a deep re-evaluation of our relationship with technology. The dark aspect we will have to
understand is that the Western use of technology to improve our standards of living is responsible for the
changing and increasingly brutal climate. Less developed countries (or the ‘majority world’ as many
development academics more appropriately label them) will feel aggrieved by our selfish use of such limited
resources as fossil fuels for our own betterment while damaging all of our climates, not just our own.
Yet to counter the impacts of technology’s ‘dark side’ we will most probably have to turn once again to the
power technology. However this time technologies will be driven by efficiency and ecological concernslxxxv
over pure profit; though this not to say that they won’t still be sold for a profit. In fact companies based on
new ownership structures that actively value ethics and environmental principles in conjunction with
financial success may become the key players in such a future while governments remain mired in
bureaucracy and weakened by the steady march of globalisation are left unable to lead.
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So these three key factors can be regarded as three axes on a graph which thus imply eight possible
scenarios, however I have only selected the four most plausible and interesting scenarios. Please note that
none can be regarded as more likely than another – these are all just possible futures; scenarios are more
learning and thinking tools than crystal balls.
1 . Democratic EcoTech
Turnout drops once again in the US Presidential election, but Al Gore still is voted in as the new president –
his early recognition of technology’s importance winning him crucial support from the digital elite of the
West coast. However his ascendancy is marked by a small correction in the economic bubble of Internet
stocks, enough to wipe out the optimism in anything labelled ‘.com’ but not enough to cause a major scare.
Rows of newspaper columnists spout ‘I told you so’ while devalued companies get gobbled by the larger
players.
2001 and 2002 are marked by devastating storms across parts of southern USA, UK, Scandinavia and
south-eastern Europe that make the 1999 storms in France and Venezuela look like dress-rehearsals.
Environmental NGOs then take their turn at ‘I told you so’ and Gore quickly brings forward the US emission
deadlines from 2006 to 2004.
This wins Gore popular support, and he builds on this in 2003 by wooing the technology industry with a
series of e-government initiatives, including tentative first steps towards electronic debates and voting,
which prove popular. The increasingly transnational nature of US e-commerce companies like Yahoo and
Amazon have created considerable tax complications, in a bid to keep the US at the forefront Gore’s
government starts a concerted lobbying effort within the UN to create global sales tax systems. Debate
rages, and the complexity of the proposition means that a German idea takes hold. All signatory nations
waive sales taxes and collect revenues from other sources, resulting in a wave of further e-commerce
growth.
Meanwhile in the UK 2003 marks a landmark as a referendum results in proportional representation
replacing the antiquated ‘first past the post’ voting system. An immediate general election, forced by the
changed system, creates a Labour-Liberal Democrat coalition government leaving the Green and Tory
parties in opposition.
The Lib-Lab government is extremely conscious of their need to be pro-environment and technologically
savvy due to the demographics of their time: 2001 marked a demographic watershed with 2 billion
extremely media and technology literate teenagers globally, whose primary concern is the environmentlxxxvi.
Thus e-government, following on Tony Blair’s lead in 2000, continues to expand – though not without
some costly mistakes.
The Islamic states are torn apart throughout the middle of the decade by internal conflicts and power plays
as reformists, traditionalists and radicals all jostle for control of huge populations. The Israeli peace
process has continued in slow fits and starts, but occasional terrorism and the Islamic unrest has resulted
in oil prices rising globally.
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In response US/UK react with an immediate commitment to sustainable energy and provide funds for
construction of wind and solar energy farms. The EU soon follows suit. NGOs follow Greenpeace’s lead and
start to raise funds by consulting to corporations who see the business sense in creating ecologically sound
products for a burgeoning market as the ‘Global Teenager’ becomes a ‘Global Twenty-something’ earning a
comfortable salary.
By 2008 electronic government has become established as the normal mode of operation for a variety of
activities from renewing passports to paying taxes. Global twenty-somethings also start becoming active in
NGOs and use their ease with chat systems and video-conferencing to boost the fledgling communities
based on geographic regions as well as virtual ones centred on common interests and hobbies. These
communities become extremely tight knit in the face of the adversity presented by worsening climatic
conditions and considerable local action against fossil fuel powered transport results.
Globally this has helped the slow, but certain, spread of democracy as the majority of global teenagers were
raised in South America and Asia. These newly democratic developing markets help fund a sweeping
change in product design resulting in a convergence of ecological and technological desires in smart,
efficient designs that help reduce emissions sufficiently that the environment is given the opportunity to
heal.
By 2010 fossil fuel is a minor commodity of interest to a few esoteric collectors and operators of legacy
machinery in less developed countries. Representative democracy remains in place, but greater
accountability is created by regular online debates while quarterly electronic referenda provide greater
voter involvement in the running of their nation.
2 . Uncertain Change
The result of the US presidential race surprised no one as George W. Bush is sworn in. The US economy
continues to be boosted by its massive technological lead, but there has been little progress in the global
fight against AIDS and Cancer. Africa continues to be brow-beaten by the AIDS epidemic, but NGOs have
difficulty coping with the scale of the problem.
Bush fulfils election pledges by slashing taxes, radically reducing his government’s resources. Nevertheless
some US/EU initiatives to curb emissions by 2006 are slowly kept to – with a few missed deadlines on the
way.
Various government departments in US and UK start e-government initiatives, but with no co-ordinated
planning the results are patchy and incompatible. Meanwhile Canada, shaken by another referendum
attempt in Quebec, attempts to boost its economy with a massive e-government programme which lures
some of the electronic elite, but not enough to hurt the US into taking action.
The Euro bounces back after a hard few years and by 2002 the UK has joined. Soon a long promised
programme of rapid EU expansion ensues and by 2004 six new countries are Euro and EU members and
preliminary negotiations with Russia have even begun. In response to this, the US forms an uneasy trade
block with Japan resulting in hostile talks with China and the EU. India and Pakistan feel marginalised, but
continue to fight.
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Vladmir Putin had only just scraped into the Russian presidency. As his Chechen campaign continued to
founder he rapidly lost support and only the early election date saved him. In this weakened position he
was soon being lobbied by China and the EU, but the still communist China would be a hard pill to swallow
for Russians beginning to see the fruits of capitalism, so by 2006 Russia has joined the EU but not the
Euro. This leaves China isolated, but the continued growth of the Internet and constant pressure from NGOs
are slowly making progress in liberating and democratising the country.
The uncoordinated e-democracy policy of the US has resulted in a few successes with Minnesota and
California getting particularly involved, giving voters regular electronic contact with representatives and a
system for creating electronic referenda if enough voters digitally sign a web page. However Transnational
Criminal Organisations are proving a constant thorn in the side of the Bush administration which is
distracted from electoral reform by the use of US forces in Colombia and Korea. One positive outcome is
the widespread use of smart cards as response to rising fraud creates infrastructure for secure edemocracy initiatives in regions that spot the opportunity.
The UK has been somewhat more progressive but having joined the Euro, e-democracy is getting stifled by
the layers of European bureaucracy. However in 2008 NGOs organise a protest that turns the tables: a
Europe wide mass abstention from elections forces radical changes in the system – but it is still slow in the
coming. Some social resurgence has been seen, partly enabled by free services on the Internet that will
host groups in return for demographic data sold to marketers. However rising crime in many areas has
killed trust and then undermined community initiatives.
By 2010 democracy has swept around the world, but the US has been mired by crises due to reduced
resources and criminal organisations even though its economy has remained strong thanks to technology
and the US-Japan treaty. The UK has made a success of joining the Euro, and after the 2008 protests has
taken a lead, along with the progressive Scandinavian countries, in reforming the European government
into a more electronic and thus responsive system.
3 . Stormy Times
In a surprise twist John McCain storms the US presidential elections, the American public drawn to his
straight talking attitude. However his leadership is immediately tested as over the next four months Florida,
Taiwan, Japan and Scandinavia are all devastated by massive storms, indicative of further climatic change
yet to come. As a result there is a shortage of essential computer components and the precious metals
needed to make them. Confidence is shattered and the technology bubble pops. The digital elite still
persevere with their techno-utopias but the cost becomes prohibitive and thus technology investment is
scaled back by governments and companies alike. It isn’t until later 2003 that confidence starts to return
as prices begin to fall, a severe blow has been dealt to the technology industry and thus the US economy.
In response to this difficulties, climatic and technological, McCain latches onto the organic movement and
instates some radical anti-car policies that Congress, desperate for solutions to keep the voters’
confidence, quickly ratify. Amid the confidence crisis and climatic troubles voters become keen on strong
leadership and democratic reforms fall from the agenda. However the government does use some lowprofile technologies to massively improve its own efficiency and cut its environmental impact.
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By 2004 water-level rises are effecting the island dependencies of the US, UK and France…. As well as the
Everglades in Florida and the low lying regions of the UK itself. In response the EU and US force through
sustainable energy policies with near-immediate impact. The solar and wind power industries become the
new hot stocks to invest in.
The UK re-elected Tony Blair’s Labour government only to see the Euro fail in 2003. By 2005 the EU is
threatening to fall apart as Russia and China start getting cosy in their diplomatic isolation. The UN sees a
power vacuum and steps in to assume more powers. Some see this as the start of an un-elected world
government, but in the short term the newly empowered UN brings some global co-ordination to
environmental policies. Recognising these criticisms, but unsure how to implement a global democratic
structure, the UN transforms its structure to involve a multitude of NGOs which quiets most critics.
The US tech-led economy’s problems as well as the Euro’s failure has seriously effected other nations who
adopted the Euro and the Dollar as their currencies in the false hope that they would help stabilise their
own economies. In face of the hardship presented by these economic problems there is social resurgence,
especially in Eastern Europe and South America, existing under the shadow of Russia/EU and USA
respectively. While only mildly technologically enabled with second-hand bulletin board systems they are still
providing effective localised action to problems that the national governments cannot respond to. Despite
this, some new democracies fail and revert into a wild mixture of communism, fascism, military dictators or
even split into smaller sub-nations and city states.
Thanks, in part, to their new role within the UN; NGOs become increasingly influential as citizens look to
them for action and governments who feel increasingly clueless amid the difficulties also consult them. The
NGOs help foster a forced revolution into ‘minimal consumption living’ to create a sustainable way of living
for the industrialised nations. US citizens, formerly the greatest consumers (and wasters), have the hardest
fall but understand the need amid the unabated climatic change. They rally behind the NGOs, unconvinced
of Bush’s leadership in this area.
By 2010 the rate of climatic change has slowed and research is beginning to indicate that the corner may
have been turned. Estimates reckon environmental recovery will start having noticeable impact by 2030.
Meanwhile the technology and biotech industries are working to regain consumer confidence as they see
the markets in providing super-efficient products for low-consumption society. But they have an uphill
struggle against widespread distrust and scepticism.
4 . Disintegration
[Note: I have decided not to include this scenario in detail, but its message is a necessary warning]
The new leaders of the UK and US are elected by slim margins and thus lead with little confidence or
direction as they try to placate the warring factions of their tiny majorities. The voting public immediately
begin to lose faith as massive storms and other climatic changes hit their countries. At the same time the
Internet bubble bursts leaving vast numbers of amateur investments out of pocket. The resulting distrust of
government, technology and climate creates localised isolationism as communities and regions try to
devolve power from the distrusted centralised power.
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NGOs have taken the lead in trying to create a coherent response to these policies, and just as it appears
their ideas might take hold they shatter public confidence in their capabilities with a major gaffe: In the run
up to the selection of a new UN Secretary General a broad coalition of influential NGOs throw their backing
behind a European candidate only to have the Financial Times reveal that the candidate has long-term
involvement in the Russian Mafia.

With US oil reserves only holding ‘sour’ crude oil which is proving impossible to refinelxxxvii, oil prices rise
inexorably further destabilising the geo-political situation. By 2010, the EU and US are in need of strong
leadership as the climate continues to worsen and no political reform seems likely.
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Conclusion
We have seen what the Information Revolution is, and thus explored its implications in terms of an
Organisational Revolution. Subsequently a definition of Civil Society was developed and then we looked at
how Civil Society would be changed by the InfoRev’s implications thus creating a Revolution in Civilian
Affairs.
As part of this examination we looked at the political process, current initiatives and ideas to improve it
using technology and their associated pros and cons. Also examined were grassroots movements and
NGOs resulting in a typology of the levels at which they can act and how the InfoRev might enable this.
A technical review of current electronic voting systems was performed, followed by a more detailed look at
the design of the author’s system. Finally all these strands were brought together in a variety of scenarios
to help the reader think about the implications.
It is undeniable that the implications of the InfoRev on the political process, and the RCA, are not only
widespread but also unpredictable. Development could go in any number of ways, but I urge NGOs and
activists to examine potential future scenarios and prepare themselves accordingly. Thus what can be done
to help the political process develop in a desirable way that doesn’t create huge power imbalances?
Several action points for activists might include:
-

Focus on communities, and bring them into the digital age.
Work up from the local level, using technology to filter communications up to the higher levels.
Representative Democracy is a good idea, let’s focus on debugging it before thinking about upgrading
to Direct Democracy.
Privacy, security and reliability must be paramount for anyone thinking about e-democracy or egovernment.

Of one thing I can be certain: We will see ever increasing amounts of NGO action around environmental
issues. The demographics clearly show a population wave coming of age in the next ten years. This group
cares about the environment, and given the right atmosphere they will use their skills in media and
technology to work on these issues. This requires progressive, but firm, political leadership.
We must be careful, however, that any responses to the predicted impacts of the InfoRev are not careless,
extravagant or utopian. As Tom Standage warns:
‘Such reactions are amplified by what might be termed chronocentricity – the egotism that
one’s own generation is poised on the very cusp of history.’lxxxviii
Only tomorrow can tell us what will happen. This doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t go forward unprepared or
unthinking, the implication is that we must retain ‘the bigger picture’. This work aims to provide the
concepts needed for thinking about and preparing People Power, it is for the reader to use this in the
context of their own works. People Power is open to anyone, that’s its simplicity, beauty and greatest
strength.
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APPENDIX A:
A typology of the organisations that constitute T-Net
Non-Governmental Organisations
-

-

-

Grassroots: At the extremely local level, such as Friends of the Earth (FoE) cells in
Portsmouth, Woking etc. though not necessarily under an umbrella organisation like FoE, for
example local anti-housing development action groups.
Regional: Medium-sized organisations, focussing on the needs of a specific area, such as
the Indian reserves of northern Canada. This also tends to be the main sub-organisational
unit of major political parties which support grassroots work.
National: The level which umbrella organisations for action at lower levels act, also for
issues of nation-wide importance, examples include Greenpeace UKlxxxix and Imperial Cancer
Research. This is often the lowest level at which transnational corporations operate, their
influence should not be discounted from the RCA.
Supra-National: Working on the geo-politically significant areas such as the European
Union and NAFTA regions, these may have contacts with like-minded organisations within each
nation of the region but work at the higher levels of power such as the European Parliament.
Examples include the European Socialist party, and other transnational parties which are
forming across Europe co-ordinating with like-minded parties in each member nation.
International: When issues are of global impact/interest these organisation come into play,
often using relationships with organisations lower down to help increase publicity coverage
while co-ordinating from a central point helping to keep the focus necessary. A good example
is Amnesty International which publicises the findings of its National level organisations and
partners.

Governmental Organisations
-

-

-

-

Local: Elected Governments work at this level, often in conflict with higher levels, though
within the budgetary restrictions set by their national-level counterparts. Tend to be quite
responsive but fail to interact sufficiently with other local governments.
Regional: Attempts to fine tune national policy to regional issues (such as the economic gulf
between Northern and Southern England) before policy filters down to the local level.
Scotland, Wales and N.Ireland are excellent examples of different implementations of this
conceptual level.
National: Apart from the obvious national government, government agencies and their
power players are influential – often having branches at more localised levels, though usually
tightly controlled by central office. This makes it an excellent level for alliances with NGOs to
be formed due to their wide-ranging impact.
Supra-National: Operating on the regions such as the European Union, with broad but
generally low-detail influence examples include the European Commission. The extraordinary
amount of consensus required at this, and higher, levels does risk watering down any policies
until they become, in some views, useless. This can make lobbying by NGOs problematic.
International: National and Supra-National entities working on a world stage where size
tends to matter and thus the USA as huge amounts of influence when negotiating such as at
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-

the Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit. However NGOs have also had moderate success in raising
issues at this level – it was their work which was the catalyst to form Earth Summit.
Inter-Governmental Organisations (IGOs): Organisations that have undoubtedly
come of age with the InfoRev which has enabled improved communications between
organisations globally. Examples include the United Nations, the World Bank and the
International Atomic Energy Agency where nation states deal with the biggest issues. The
influence of NGOs at this level is dependent on how IGOs are structured to allow nongovernmental voices to be heard. One of the burning issues, as the Tofflers rightly point out,
over the next five years is how to represent NGOs in organisations, especially IGOsxc.
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Glossary
CGP
CNN
FREE
GPL
IGO
InfoRev
IS
JIT
MAC
MIT
NAFTA
NGO
OrgRev
PIN
PR
RCA
RMA
RSR
SSL
TCO
T-Net
VOA
WTO

Cambodian Genocide Program
Cable News Network
Free Referenda and Elections Electronically
General Public License
Inter-Governmental Organisation
Information Revolution
Information Systems
Just In Time
Message Authentication Code
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
North American Free Trade Agreement
Non-Governmental Organisation
Organisational Revolution
Personal Identification Number
Proportional Representation
Revolution in Civilian Affairs
Revolution in Military Affairs
Randomly selected representatives
Secure Sockets Layer
Transnational Criminal Organisation
Transnational Network
Voice of America
World Trade Organisation
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About the Cover Page Image
The image was manipulated using Adobe Photoshop 4 on an Apple Macintosh. The source of the image is
unknown, it was taken from a survivor’s web site.
Tiananmen on TV by Richard Gordon
From "Covering China," Media Studies Journal, Winter 1999
On the morning of June 5, 1989 there was a moment that came to symbolise all the hope and tragedy of
the largest nonviolent political protest in China's history. A column of tanks driving down Changan Ave away
from Tiananmen Square encountered a young man who defiantly blocked their way. The event was
recorded on video from the balconies of the old Peking Hotel and broadcast later that day on news shows
around the world. For the millions of people who saw this scene, its meaning was clear: human hope and
courage challenging the remorseless machinery of state power.
In China, where the government showed the image widely, authorities interpreted the scene differently. The
narrator in one film, Flutter, Flag of the Republic, says it is testimony to the restraint of Chinese soldiers:
"Anyone with common sense can see that if our tanks were determined to move on, this lone scoundrel
could never have stopped them."
President Bush, Andrei Sakharov and Joan Baez all hailed the man, but his story and his name are not
firmly known. The Chinese government claims that he was neither arrested nor executed. Reports of people
claiming to be "the man" have usually been part of an effort to get asylum or sell a story. From watching
the video, we can learn only that he was extraordinarily courageous. He stopped the column of tanks,
blocked them several times as they attempted to manoeuvre around him, then talked with the crew of the
lead tank. Finally, people rushed into the street and persuaded him to leave.
Charlie Cole, prize-winning photographer of the episode, thought it should be remembered as "an
incredible action, not an incredible photograph." In our image-based consumer society, though, the image
has taken on a life of its own. One cartoon shows "the man," transformed into Mickey Mouse, challenging
the Chinese government with Kundun, Martin Scorcese's film on Tibet. It didn't seem to matter to the
cartoonist that Mickey runs his own multinational entertainment empire with a budget comparable to that of
the Chinese army, or that Disney had already offered to restrict distribution of Kundun to protect its
substantial business interests with China. Benetton used the image in an ad campaign alongside images of
Jesus on a cross and Neil Armstrong's first step on the moon. Will the Gap someday run ads revealing that
the man was wearing khakis?
Why are Westerners so fascinated by this image? Is it because it fits so nicely with the story we expect to
see - good against evil, young against old, freedom against totalitarianism? In the hundreds of hours of
network coverage of the Tiananmen story, only a few minutes featured Chinese participants speaking for
themselves. Ten years later, the events for many people have been distilled into a single image. The man in
front of the tanks now stands as one of the defining iconic images of the 20th century, like a monument in
a vast public square created by television. Like most statues, he is mute.
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Image Credits
1. A protestor calling for Mandela’s release www.corbis.com
2. Seattle WTO riots, http://news2.thls.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/world/americas/newsid_547000/547581.stm
3. Mahatma Gandhi on The Salt March, India, 1930, www.corbis.com/Hulton-Deutsch Collection Image ID:
HU026583
4. Zapatistas train in their former stronghold of Guadalupe Tepayac. http://burn.ucsd.edu/~ssady/
Copyright Scott Sady
5. Marcos on horseback with his escort in the village of La Realidad. http://burn.ucsd.edu/~ssady/
Copyright Scott Sady
6. Seattle WTO protest,
http://news2.thls.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/world/americas/newsid_547000/547581.stm
7. October 1987 Washington, DC, USA The AIDS Memorial Quilt is shown for the first time on the Mall in
Washington DC. www.corbis.com/Lee Snider Image ID: SN003925
8. 21 January 2000, “Greenpeace today condemned the Phuket [Thailand] waste incinerator, by protesting
the dangers of toxic ash at the site. The demo follows a release of a scientific report which reveals
serious contamination in ash dumped beside the facility.” Copyright Greenpeace/Yvan Cohen
9. African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela leaves Victor Vester Prison accompanied by his wife
Winnie and a crowd of supporters. February 12, 1990 Paarl, South Africa www.corbis.com/Peter
Turnley
10. Tiananmen Square, BBC News Online
11. French sympathy march for the Tiananment Square protestors, from a survivor’s web site
12. March 25, 1965 Montgomery, Alabama, USA Martin Luther King Jr. and his wife Coretta lead civil rights
demonstrators to the state capitol in Montgomery, Alabama. This is the end of a five-day march.
www.corbis.com/Bettmann Image ID: BE002389
13. 24 January 2000 “Greenpeace holds a demonstration Monday morning in front of the Civil Aviation
Agency building in Montreal where more than 130 countries are starting a week of meetings to
finalise the agreements for the Biosafety Protocol.” Copyright Greenpeace/Pascal Simard
14. A Zapatista soldier guards the stage at Aguas Calientes the rebels cultural and political center in the
jungle village of La Realidad. http://burn.ucsd.edu/~ssady/ Copyright Scott Sady
15. Taken from an unknown issue of ‘Judge Dredd’ in 200AD
16. Taken from an unknown issue of ‘Judge Dredd’ in 200AD
17. Anarchist at the Seattle WTO Riots, BBC News Online
18. Nelson Mandela leaving prison, BBC News Online
19. August 28, 1963 Washington, D.C., USA Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. waves to participants in the
Civil Rights Movement's March on Washington. August 28, 1963. www.corbis.com/Bettmann Image
ID: BE001056
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v
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viii
N Negroponte Being Digital Coronet Books 1995, see Part One: Bits are Bits.
ix
S Brand The Media Lab Penguin 1988
x
Yet this being a devoutly free-market world, you need money to join the Information Age thereby still leaving far too many in the
dark.
xi
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xii
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xiii
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xiv
pp163 N Negroponte Being Digital Coronet Books 1995.
xv
See J Kitcat Digital Living: The Socio-Economic Impact of the Internet 1999 (unpublished)
xvi
I first came across this idea in J Arquilla and D Ronfeldt In Athena’s Camp
xvii
Within the context of this piece government and military are US/UK.
xviii
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